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Vol.IV.

E. N. CARVER,
EDITOR & PROP'R.

VILLAGE & VICINITY.

CANTON, J\IIE.,THURSDAY, OCT. 21, 188G.

-Mrs. Lizzie Hutchins and children,
of Portlaoci, have been visiting at Robert
Swett's.
-M,. C. O. Holt, C,otoo,

-See

ad. "\Vanted,"

in another column.

-Thomas
Bisbee of Boston, is visiting
at Nathaniel Thomas'.
-A. A. Mitchell and wife of Portland,
-A. in Packoed
's week.
te,m i, ddi .edog cool
were
town last
coosomm, fo,I L F. H, yfo,d.
-Re,.
M,. VeoUes dosed his pastornte
with the Baptist chureh io Caotoo, Oct.
""

,e• iog cm

foe $506 mooth•
•S,mp,oo
poi, of col,es
· ·

nary,

<oL,ke by cm ,o Mass.

B.

c.

p,.s~d

thei,

dw

io ,eJotioo

to M,s.

;6'h.

-Pmcott
Bosworth o[Hsrlfo,d,
hoso
fitne dz-year-old colt by "Surprise" that

oo ,ccouot of his oftlictioo.
M. D. Ho,,ey i,.g,io
teochiog io his
disl,ict, beiog his fifih ie,-m, I bdic, c.
Mr. H. is a fine scholar.
G. M. Po,k ,old his m""• G. M. p. ,d" ,.
ing the Fair, to Mr. Thayer of Norway,

teoded on' simiJa, occ.,ioo, consistiog
ofboked beoos, hol '" sod coffee, ood
moatcmy
fo,m of P""''Y• Toi k ,bout
cakes! \Ve saw our nearest right hand
oeighbo"t
the ts hie. whose o,me ='ll
\no_t expose for his sake, pa_rtakeO o_f seven0
0d 0 b
C
k d Of
k
ft
d
"·e
'
" erng
eee '
0 ' $,4o. A fioc ho,se ood ' good p,ice. ·rn s
We ho,•e , few moee left.
eighth hod the nme to "Y, i
ee.-ypo•

I

°"

•
DIXFIELD,

}J.

hod , home io the fa,.famed Goldeo Stote,
M. w. Kilgo,e ,od c. A. New too a.e
yet my heart fondly turns to the rocks and reported better; also ,v. M. Kidder getting

s an s 13 hands high.
hills ofmy nath·e county, and I am ever along well.
-A. K. Foste, sod J. M. Luddeo aee p,oud thot I rame from the noble State of
A. B. Losejoy
Ju,ora from Caotoo ot the Octobe.· teem Moioe."
B,ight'• disease.

lo the e,eoiog

,8 sbO'·e urn

'"ti'

Kidder's fine qualities a$ a teacher, and the strong wind.
necesbity and advantages of an education.·\
Apples arc plcntv, but no buyers.
M ,s. Kidde.issmoog
..,- my best ood
w,,,·,eo C,u-tis' fam ii,- sto,<ed fo, No<·

=•

old, to Albeet ,esideot of Pern, aodthoogh [ hose seeo
somethi og of the W e,tond foe teo Y""

No.4Z.

ents and other special invited guests,\ has always been a l~anl worker and a kind
among which were Messrs. Frank E. Car- neighbor, and we all hope for his recovery.
ver and John L. Howard who very ably ex-1 The ground was white with ,now on t_hc

ccived a letter from Mr. E. Garrett, Swede- Waite is assisting him in Jooking them
berg, Mo., making inquiries for relatives up, in this and adjoining towns.
o, heira of ooe G. W. [Jolt, who d,ims to
The Beao Brns. th•·eshed
b,,shels of
330
have a brother in Maine. Full descrip- oats for J. ~1. Holland, 40 bushels ot their
tioo,od po,<irnlm of s,id G. W. [Jolt oee measure weighed out " the s<o<eof Childs
gieeo, which o,n be ob<oined of ci<hc,.d·
& Staples, 45 bushel•; , g,io of 3 b"sheJ,.
d<e" ,hose.
(Will Msioe pope,• pJme
J. Modison [.,,ddeo ,od A. K. '"""
.,.
copy the ,bow item.)
teoded comt,. Jurn,·s.
-Brn. Ch,s. B. Hs.kell, edito, of the
It
with deep regret thot we Jes med

-A frieod wdtes,
"Allow me to ooo· come the ,dditioo to the frntemity. aod
grnt,,Jote yo" "P"" Y""' eepoet of the offee coogrntul,tioos.
We koew Brn.
Foie :•
Hoskell w,ored • wife my much, b"t did
not realize he was under necessity of go-The fm-ests, """ yed io theie go,geo,s iog so fa,to fiod ooe.
robes only two weeks ago, are now bare
,nd brnwo.
-M".
C. A. Koigh t, of Red BJ,,ff,Cal.,
io seodi•g io he,.obscdptioo
to the Tse·
-Toho Thompson ofH,etfo,d, hsssold «•uo.s, ,. Y" "Fo, moo y ye,•·• [ wa"

st

Point.

most experienced of teachers, and let us
no! foeget that the smim
of such as ,
=chee
,re imoJo,ble
10 i os<n>d U.e
youthfol miods. We hm only to regret
th,t ,,,ch ,re oot mo,·e sought, esen if it
he ot o smifice
of highee peices. Aod
th
-Miss Gooegie TowJ,otteoded the Mu· Pits field Adw,,-,,.,
""
mmied Ja,t oflhrneeeeoceide,,tco
Brn. Two•<°• fam· '• l,s< but oolleosl°•
wos lhe picnic
dinw
th
sicol Coneeotioo ot Mochooic Falls, [Mt week al Moote.·,llo, Alsbomo, to Mi,e Al• ily. lie m,y ,e,t mu<ed tho< he h,s lhe furnished hy e !,dies
e Dlatcicl,
th of
week.
ice S. Holbrnok, of thot ploce. We wel· sympathy of h,s m,oy frieods io this ploce which we chiok ""
e he,t we em st··

'°

OFFICE.

,e~otly

Canton

B. A. \Vhitcomb, Esq., ofSutton,l\Tas$.,
is in our place, for the purpose of purchas-

Subscription,$1 ,50 Par Year.
$1.25if !'aid in Ad.va.nce.

way the 16th.
M;s. Jim Shmon
is sisiti og hee fathee •
P. Oldham, ot th is plooc.
CyM Hs,eltoo mosed 10 Jackson Vil•
1,ge, the ,5th, with his family.
W •B

Hartford,
The apple ban-el iodusu,- is 1he oll-,b·
,o,biog 1opi,, ,od the ,.,.Jood
fo,oished
by [dsh is hsedly eoough to keep the op·
pl" f;oo,aode.· ou. feet, tosoy oothing of
the pens madeemywhe,·e.
The prnspccl
of a good market abroad is very encouragiog. ApP Jes corefull y picked befo.e the
heavy frosts came can be safely stored
ow, y fo,- highee prices. [f one was e,•e,·
beoefited by holdiog the bestlill midwi"·
le<, lhe o"llook ro,doiog ,o oow i• C'·

m,,chmoooee,
ro, rake••No,
but thook,;
if yo,,•Jl pleose
the teemely
Potatoes
oo moisf r,,,d how rntted bod·
lite
[ oe.e, pass
wed
faeornble.
pie llhiok I could ,elis h , qoo,·te,." Nooe Iy; ,!so those h,msted
,eey eody i o the
hesitstedtheuse
of silm ,,.,.,.,d
thei, ,e,soo.
[f ""' po to toes all rnt we "" fall
finest
cT_ockery,
which We
added
the\ bapckreop1a1raapt1~olne-ss~ources.chool
e-.··h1'b'1t·1on
attractn•eness
ofall
theoftable.
alsoto owe
going on, but base ball as yet
holds its are
po-

"
of no uotimel y
a so.ere hit is
th
of S. J. Coo rt al P,ei,.
-The puty of prnmineot railffl•d m0o
Of om Mexi~ oeigh bo" M,. Lea,·itt is
Col um s, y, he belims
it took a mode.
0d
-Mn.
John Jleesey of )loo t,·eal, with ,od copit,Jisls [hat passed lh<0ogh Can· cepo,·led fait iog; YI". 0. SJ. Howud i, 1ho,.sandf~t.
Ag,iw coo gm tulotiog M".
The di •o<Ced wife of Waite< M,.,too'
two child.co, i, ,isiling ,t J. P. Swasey'• too two weekssgo. aod ,IBited Rumfonl ,bout thrnme.
Kidde, foe he< se,y ,bl, ,ooducted ood "
iofaot,0 ho,e mieed at e towo faem.
,od Mes. Emily W<ight's.
Falls and Byrno, were officials of the R.
Alon,o Philbdck wos c,keo to p.,i, on soccessful school, we remain, You" ""'Y• wttl~;i
t::~~~~e;o
,z~;.~";;;tY,,::-::

died Mood, y wight. of

''
,.,thanks to C. Fo<n om fo< [u;oish iog silioo. We hm
heanl
timbe.· with which 10 cowst•·ud tables ,od deaths, hue ocmiooslly

0

="·

Watch.
<tai1t

aucl

eper that
trade" off
hut can
$s.oo. It
cd, and a
Vaterbury
one year's
for only
al for onion price.
ddress, a.

Scale,
accurately
uncls. It
Platform
re enough
ry family
' $1.25 for
LEPIIONE,

• this $5.00
·d car, or
ago.
GETl

D1c-

_bi;1ding.
} $ro.oo.
1~ly $9~00
nee. ~ot
vcighs ar-

5 pounds.
everv of,vith the
livered to
ago. 'With
cldition to
UN'SEL0R,
l Practice,
LEPITO:"iE
1 periodisubscrip-

F. & B. ,od Moioe Central R,il=ds
,od Mood• y, hoeiog be,o indicted fo,· kill iog
Rmm,.
d,op.'
owoe" of !he e<tensiee wste< po_,
,t • deeelssl>fa<ch.
"Li,., foe to-do,," is the ~mmoo
e,R,,mfo,d Fall,. The Uip is said to be ,
Phi tip And eews • family h,s mo,·ed from
East Sumner•
p.ession of ooe £ oue side who is in fu JI
sigo ifirant mow in ,eg,ud to the e,teosioo
fo nklio Pl. to Pem, io to T,ofto" H,m·
S. C. Heald ,od Wm. R. C,ey '" sm·
po,ee,sioo of •ll he< f,culties,
,,,d M.
hos
MRS, H.B.
of the R. F. & B. R. R. to the Falls, which mood's house.
;og ooto seoteoce o,·e,· at pa,·is Hill, " passed he,· oiotielh Y"' •
Rumford Falls.
P. F. Kilgore is preparing to move the Traverse Jurors.
-The
Maine Benefit Association has
Chet Allen held a foot festival, Friday
cheese factory across the road foi a shop.
In the famous road case at West Sumis
a
certainty
of
the
future
that
time
alone
paid the widow of the late F. E. Gibbs,
A North American Indian of the
Tyler Kidder has gone tor-;-. II., to sell ner, the committee appointed by the court night.
This is an enterprise
Penobscot tribe, Oldtown, presided at the
Esq., $2,000, the full amount of his insur- can accomplish.
decided to discontinue the location.
So fiddle. I never really expected to live to
that not only will be a bonanza to our nice a carload of apples.
the town gets judgment in its favor.
ance policy in that company.
see a descendent of the savage foe that
liJ:tle railroad,but will open up a ,·ast lumJ. H. E.
Oxford District Lodge of Good Templars
-Dr. C. S. Childs of Buckfield, has a
scalped our able piogenitors so merrily in
ber and manufacturing business for Easthold a session at the IIall at E. Sumner, the good old times, playing the fiddle for
yearling Bonner colt that stands 15 hands
SCIENCE llILL.
ern Oxford, and greatly benefit many
the oale face children to dance. Verilv,
on Friday next, Oct. 22.
high and weighs 800 pounds.
He thinks
towns along the Androscoggin
valley by
The past week found most farmers of
J. Blake Robinson, M. D. of New York, se"e.ral things have been turned completeit is as good as any in the County.
giving better transportation
facilities and our vicinity gathering their abundance of arrived on a visit to his father on Saturday ly over since two hundred years ago, if
you ever noticed. A daughter of the red
-Trying
to do business without adver- nearer markets, as well as bringing in mil- fruit. The fall varieties ha,·e sustained
man joined her pale face brothers and sislast.
tising is like winking at a pretty girl in lions of capital and taxable property.
I never expected
their keeping qualities far beyond our ex"Longfellow" of No. Turner, and "Slo- ters in the mazy whirl.
the dark; you may know what you are do-The meane,t trick ever known by fish- pectation; owing to their quick growth are cum" interviewed each other on Cattle to li,·e to see Pearl carried away capth·e
by
an
Indian
girl.
She
cooked
him.
ing, but nobody else does. If you don ·t ermen in this community, was perpetrated
comparatively free from the effects of the Show day. The TELEPHOKE man al~o
Mrs. Burned-out
Bisbee boards with
believe it, try it.
on a party from this vicinity who have hail. Apple barrels are in a great demand. came in after a few locals, which he de- Aunt Sylvia.
W. Clark's mother is with him.
-The Franklin Association of Univers- been fishing at the Four Ponds during the On account of their scarcity some are pil- youred with editorial rapacity and went
Mrs. C. Abbott is home again from
last week of this season. They had been ing their apples in heaps in the fields: bon1e ·a fuller, if not a "-iser 1nan. 'fry us Saco, ill with bilious fc,•er. Dr. Blanchalists meets at Livermore Falls Thursday
The
weather
has
been
,·ery
fa,·orable
for
and Friday, Oct. 28 and 29. Revs. Morse, sa,·ing their largest and nicest trout to
again Bro. C.
ard of Mexico is in attendance.
All othSLOCUM. ers are quite well I thank you.
Those who have had their
French, Glidden and others, are to be pres- bring home with them, having on hand 6o harvesting.
Jom,.
grain
threshed
report
an
uncommon
small
ent. Canton people are earnestly invited, ven· fine ones, and the last day but one
Ea.st Hebron.
bef~re
close
time,
52 of the best of them vield .
with all others.
\Vhy suffer with that aching head when
Married, Oct. 17, at his residence in
were stolen, leaving only eight of the , Our school closed Oct. 1st. It was
you may be cured with Ayer's Cathartic
-Notice the new business cards under
smallest ones. The partie$ who stole the taught by Miss Sybil Howe. After a short Sumner, Mr. Daniel Rus,ell and Mrs. M.
heading of "Business Directory."
It is a
Pills?
trout are well known, and all the neces- yacafr,n it will be continued under the in- A. Clement of Saco, Me. It was a very
Send a 2 cent stamp to Dr. J. C. Ayer
popular feature of the TELEPHONE just inpleasant company, Mr Russell's two sons & Co., Lowell, Mass., for a set of their
sary evidence to bring home the act to the struction of Miss Julia B. Smith.
augurated.
Only 50 cts. per line for one
Mr. Fred Fletcher has returned home and their families, Mr. Waterhouse and attractive album cards.
guilty ones in the hands of the parties
year. \Ve want every business mar. in who lost them, and it seems only just that from Madison, where he has been at work wife, also his two other daughters, Mayor
Born.
Eastern Oxford represented there.
Send a full expose should be made, that all hon- for a few years. It seems pleasant to see Haskell and wife of Auburn, with other
Canton-Oct.
18, to the wife of Jame,
orders now, by mail.
friends were present. After the marriage
orable fishermen might give such a w:de familiar faces, especially old school-mates,
\V. Bicknell, a son.
ceremony,
which
was
pronounced
by
the
-Be sure and read the new advertise- berth, hereafter.-SPORTSMANwith us again.
Livermore Falls-Oct.
ll, to the wife of
Mrs. Rebecca Clough of Fayette is Rev. C. T. Keen, came the presentation
Herbert Haynes, a daughter.
ment of Messrs. C. B. Atwood & Co.,
-Gilbert Bros' new steam lumber mill
of
a
large
easy
rocking
chair,
silver
cake
Peru-Oct.
14,
lo
the
wife
of Ed. Poland,
spending
a
few
weeks
with
her
son,
AnBuckfield, on another page. We called at in Kingfield is completed and ready for its
basket, g]a$S set and cake plates and other a son.
their store the other day, and were pleased machinery.
The senior of the firm was in drew C. Childs. and being the only grand,vntonOct.
3,
to
the
wife
of Mr. Bert
to note their very extensive and varied Bangor last week and purchased a com- parent of your correspondent now lh·ing, articles of beauty and excellence.
Frank DeCoster, who has been sick for Adams, a daughter.
stock an.d generally neat and attractive plete outfit of machine,·y, including two her presence with us is an occasion of
~f.arried.
some time, ran a"·ay in his stocking feet
store. Give them a call when convenient.
eighty horse-pom:r boilers, of the Hinck- much pleasure. She is very muc;h interDixfield-Mr.
Asa F. Severy and Miss.
ested in the temperance movement if not this morning about 5 o'clock. He had Ida J\I. Hannaford, both of Dixfield.
ley
&
Egery
Iron
Company.
The
latter
-We called on Dr. C. M. Bisbee at
by individual exhortation, she is in hopes been very crazy all night and had been
·west
Sumner-Oct.
15, by C. ~- Bisfirm
furnish
the
entire
equipment
of
the
West Sumner, the other day, and were
taken care of by D. Tuttle, and after he bee,]\[. D., Mr. David R. Coles of Summill, with the exception of two board ma- that her sons who in 1862 volunteered
pleased to see the evidences of prosperity
went home DeCoster left. The neighbors ner, and Mrs. Addie M. Adams of Biddetheir
services
to
their
country
to
unloose
about his home.
Dr. Bisbee has an exten- chines from the shops of Joseph Perry,
ford.
the shackles from the black slaves, may by are in search at this writing.
K.
Died.
sive practice in which he is very success- Gardiner. The Gilbert Brothers are splen- the influence of their ballots (not bullets)
Dixfield-Oct.
18, Mr. Adelbert B. Loveful.
He showed us his "trotter," a fine, did Iv located in their new mill, in the
help
free
those
white
slaves
who
are
now
hea;.t of a fine \umber region. They have
Eust Peru.
large sucking colt which stands 12 3-4
The farmers of Peru and vicinity met at joy, aged 43 years.
recently purchased a large tract of timber- under the bondage of the cruel monster of
hands high.
It is after D. M. Foster's
land on Mount Abraham, of Hoston par- intemperance from their evil working capSaturday,Oct.1----------•~
I
ties, and the railroad company will _b_uild tors. The fir•t impression oi temperance Union Hall, WestPeru,on
"Albrino."
, o'clock P. M., and. organized u~der
for them two miles of track to fac1lttate
-The plan of organizing an agricultuthe name of Peru Agricultural
Society, , Pillows, etc. Flowers preserved.
I have mad
1
1
getting it to their mi!!. ~~ey will cut this was made on your scribe by this grand- 9 7
ral society at Canton for the purpose of winter from five to six millions of spruce, mother when at the age of four years, in with thefo!lowingofficers :-M.Hall,Prcs.;
Fr:r1~t';;~~v~'k~\~l'oii1;j:0Neit0~~~0~~k~
"if
holding an annual cattle show and fair for cedar and white birch-the
latter to be the following lines:
E. E. Holman, Sec.; Frank Demeritt,
~:de~o~re above. Price~;.;w; New designs.
the farmers of Eastern Oxford and adjoin- sawn into spool bars for shipment to Scot- "Taste not, touch not, handle not the wine,
Treas. They propose to hold a Cattle
C O H
ing town• in A~droscoggin and Franklin land. The mill will start up. about the For every little boy like me the temperance Show and Fair next Fall, due notice of
•
•
OLT. CANTON.
counties, seems to meet with general ap- first of December.
which will be given in the TELEPHONE.
ro
lbs.
Sweet
Potatoes
for
~5
cts.,
Calipledge
should
sign."
pro,·al, and in view of the near approach
G. C. C.
E. E,H .
of the next session of Legislature it would fornia Layer Raisins 12 cts. lb., Home
Mills Brown Bread Mixture S cts, pkg., at
E.
M.
Howard's
cider
mill'
is
in operaIt was with ,·er)' much pleasure we had
seem important that no time be Jost. We
H, 1-LBurbank's.
All who pay their subscriptions accounts
the opportunity to attend the closing e~- tion.
arc assured that the Driving Association
G. T. Piper will operate at this place to the TELEP!!0KE
erc;ises of the school in Dist. No. 7, 111
heartily appro.ves of the idea of having
the show and fair conducted by an organ- '
LOWELL LOWELL,
Dixfield, under the instruction of Mrs. Ju- the coming season. 300 cords of birch is
ization of farmers, and will make proper Lewi~ton, Maine, will remove from No, 4 lia B. Kidder. The order of exercises con- wanted, but nothing undrr 6 inches
terms for the use of the park for exhibits Pilsbury Block, three doors north into sisted of first a general examination in through will he buy. $3.50 and $4.00 per of the present time, will be credited to
should the society so desire. Our Senator, Odd Fellows Block, where thc>y will have such branches as have been pursued dur- cord will be paid. F. E. Kidder intends Jan. 1st, 1888. This offer will continue
till Tan. 1, '87, but the sooner you accept
Mr. Gilbert.
ready to render
the
best store
lightedis so
store
the city.
Our ing the preceding term. Only to be pres- to haul to Thayer's mill at the Point, 150 it the longer time you will get the paper
· also stands
·
•
resent
veryin dark
we cannot
cord
of
hard
wood
shook
timber.
Also
any service poss1bl~ toward secunng a ~how the goocs satisfactorily to our cus- ent was enough to convince any one the
charter and the port10n of funds from the . tomers or to ourselve?, but our new stoi:e term had been a perfect success.
Next Harmon French will put in from 50 to 75
th was declamations and recitations by mem- cord of shook stuff and birch, and as much
State, should the organization be comrlet- will be Jio-ht enough m every part to smt
Ten
For either old or new subscribers.
eel in season. To further the matter, we the most particular.
SRem0 demd
bFerll e ber; of the school, all of which showed more cord wood at the pulp mill.
· ·
·
hange No 184 Lisbon t.,
•e ows
,veeks Free.
C. F, DeShon is about the same. He
mnte all who are 111terested to meet at the
shall be pleased to see their careful preparation by being so well
1' k ' h •
TELEPHONE office next Saturday evening, allo~~~ :1c1e;~1
host of
customers.
delivered. Then followed remarks by parOct. 23d, to tak~ s~me preli~inary
steps
•
Respectfully You&\,owELL,
toward accomphshrng the obJect named.
LoWELL

-W. F. p,,to,m ,od w m. G. llodow,
ofDiafield, a tteodedthe Musicol Cooseo•
tioo al Moch»sic Falls Jost week.

FLOWERS ~;,!tf;?J!!';,~'.

·d's India
8 inches.
nly $L75·
ly so cts.
. Sent by

z'ciionmy,
illustra.
With
'n addition

PAYUP!

&

One Year in Advance

FREE?

1111s as low
In order to
aper yon

1~

d'!

~~w

Chimes.
Far from the fern and moss,
Fluttering birch and wee fir cross,
:Andthe pine's low murmuring,
Where the frightened lichens ding
To the overhanging edge
Of the precipice and ledge,
Fearless in their dainty gloe,
Wave the harebells merrily.

From the dusky rafters hung,
Ne'er in Belgian belfry swung
Bells more exqubitely wrought!
By the mountain breezes caught=>Tossing, swaying to and fro-While beside them, bending low•
Breathless I wait to hear
Echo of their chiming clear.
But the airy harmony
Is too wonderful for me,
And I cannot catch a strain
Of that rare and sweet retrain,
Yet the tiny bells still ring, :
And they shall my greeting bring
Till, though near so softly stirred,
Every trembling not.e is heard.
-Marion B. Allen in the Cottage HeartJ,.
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prejudice against dynamite, again~t pirated reprints of English books, against
tobnceo and some things of that sort,
but, as a general thing, the American
traveler carries nothing: with him on which
~
duty could be chari?ed.
Our big steamship reached Liverpool
late one evening last summtr.
The customs authorities penned us all up in the
several rooms of " building- on the landing. Herc there was a good deal of fuss
ancl shoving through a passage way that
was very narrow,
and
the h:md
baggage
was
examined
as
we
passed out. This was a very slow
and
tedious
arrangement,
nnd
it wa.gnearly 11 o'clock at night before
we were through with it, and even at
that time the trunks had not been lookP,d
at. We were then passed up into a room
which we reached by a long incline. On
climbing up this incline we entered a
large building
seemingly containing
only one immense room. It was well
lighted, ancl the scene was one which
once looked upon a person would not
forget in n hurry. On the right hand
aide were piled trunks, bags, valises,hnnd
satchels and buggflgc of every description. On the left ran a Jong, low counter
on which trunks were being examined
by the uniformed custom house officers,
while, ben'.5.ing over their open baggage
were t.he owncrs,generally talking rapidly to the imperturbable officer. All over
the room were some 100 excited passengers rnnning wildly hither and thither
trying to collect their luggage. Trunks
that ~ere marked with 11ames were arranged in alphabetical order. The sections
of
the
building
were
lettered
with foe alphabet painted
farge
and conspicuous
along
the
right hand side, but, as· the great
majority of the trunks had no name, the
owners had to run about iu quest of
them. Porters were there with their
short jackets find numbered caps, dragging the trunks flbout under the owner's
direct.ions, and l)S so~m,as one trunk hacl
been examined it was taken away by a
stalwart porter who ca'lled a cab, and
its place was filled by another trunk
slammed down by another
stnlwa1t
porter. It was a scene of bewildering
confusion. As I always tr,1vel as light
as possible, endeavoring to compress my
be:ongings into a satchel that can be
carried by hand if necessary, my troubles
were over, and so I strolled along with
eomparalive indiffereuc,•, enjoyi:ig the
strange and bustling appearance of the
place. I was ab!e to give some assistancl'l here and ·there to companions of
O
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SHARP.

In the centre companion way of most
Atlantic steamers there is framed a publie notice which attracts a good deal of
attention from the passengers on the way
over. It is published by the British Governmc1it, and is to the effect that any
person offering a bribe to one of Her
lfajesty'scustoms officials will be heavily
fined. The amount of this fine is mentioned, either £40 or £100 or something
of that sort. The contemplation of this
notice for nine or ten days every time a
person goes up the centre companionway
is calculated to give that person a very
great respect for the unbribnbility of the
Liverpool customs offices. The American Government has no such notices
posted up anywhere that I ever saw.
Whether it is because it is so well known
that the American customs officer never
under any circumstance accepts a bribe,
or whether the govc:rnmcnt fears that the
rd th
st
public would rega
e po ing of a notice as a joke, I have not been able to
ascertain.
I have never met anyone yet who would
bribe a Liverpool customs officer. The
P enalty which has stared him in the face
during tbe voyage jg apt to discourage
all such attempts.
However, there are
few things ,vhich a person could take
into England on which duty is axacted.
I believe the customs officers have a

A QUEERSOCIETY.

''Exactly," she saul. "W usn't it neatthe voyage, and rather pull on airs as
being an old traveler with some ex- ly done on both sides'l''
"Neatly donei Well, I should say so.
perience of that sort of thing, don't you
know, and plumed myself on having my But what a pair of hypocrites both of
you a.re!"-Detroit Fre~ Press.
bao-"'a"e examined long ago.
tile further ei:J.dof the room were a
Tile Basqmis.

The

A.~

Work
Saving

or a Cigar.-TipAssociation.

Oolleotingand Disposingof OigarEnds in
couple of ladies who were travelling
The Basques arc a pecu:iar race who
the Interests of Oharity.
alone. One of them had a large trunk, from the earliest times have inha\Jited
and the trunk had a new-fangled lock, both slopes of the Pyrenees Mountains.
Not Jong ago the average American
the latc st of American patent.
A cus- They have a population of about 800,000, citizen bit off or cut off the small end of
toms officer was vainly trying to unlock somewhat less than a fourth of this num- his cigar, before lighting, and threw it
this trunk, a nd th e owner was looking ber livino- on the French side of the away.
Since an internal stump duty
on wi th much concern at his ineffectual mountain; and the others on the Spanish was placed on cigars, and their price has
attempts.
She had tried herself, it side. But though their country has adnnced as a consequence, he does not
seemed, a nd had been unable to open it. been, through the ages, nominally under generally dispose of the ends in this way.
"You are not doing it rightly," said the control of more than one ioreign On the counter of nearly every place
th e seco nd young lady. "You have to power, no domination of Cnrthageninn,
where ci"ars arc sold is a little machine
th
push th is clasp th at way, th en turn
e Gothic, Saracen, French or Spanish rule, for cutti:g off the end before the smoker
th
nd
key half way arou , push
e clasp has ever really conquered this fearless •places the cigar in his~ mouth. The tips
baci and' give the key another turn au:d people or changed i-n any ..way their pe- fall into -arecept1icle, from which they are
th
en it will unlock."
culiar characteristics.
They are a robust collecte:1 at the cose of each day. In
The officer looked up, smiled aD.d and active race, of a darker complexion ' some cases they are disposed of to pershook his jarred finger, and I said:
than the Spaniards.
Their women aro, sons who smoke pipes, and in others they
th
"Let me try e unloclring."
beautiful and skilled in all outdoor work I are sold to manufacturers of fine-cut or
I followed the directions as well as I
I
could and nearly broke my fingers, but They arc a simple race, but proud, im- , lp"nnulnted smoking tobacco.
etuous,
lil!ht-henrted
and
hospitable.
I Stockholm is the headquarters or a
the key wouldn't turn.
I am afraid the P
~
methods are rude, but ,, benevolent cigar-tip-saving association,
magic words I said were not th e "open Their aQ'.ricultural
~
sesame" that was required.
they are so industrioWI that want 18 hard- of which the King of Sweden is presi1
"I nm Tery sorry, ladies,,, said the ly known among them. They have few dent. All members of this society proofficer, "but I shall haTe to break the cities or villages, but their small dwell- vide themselves with fill apparatus for
lock.,,
ings are scattered over all the heights of : cutting off the ends of cigars, with which
The ladies were very sorry too, but the Pyrenees. Politically they are di- is combined a box for holding the fragthey made no objection and the officer vided into districts, each of . which I ments. This is carried in the pocket
departed and returned with a hatchet,
chooses annually an alcaide, who 18 both 1 and can,if desired, be attached to or ma::le
This he placed under the obnoxious a civil and a military officer, and a mem- a part of a cigar case. At convenient
1
catch and tried to pry it open. But the her of the supreme junta, which meets , times the contents of the little box are
loek was built Tery strongly und it every year for deliberation on matters of ' emptied into a suitable receptacle, kept
wouldn't give way.
The hatchet slip- general interest.
Their rights are pro- at home, and toward the end of the year
pcd and the officer cut his finger.
tected by written constitutions granted
the entire collection of cigar-tips is for, 'Can't you stretch the law a little,,, by ancient Spanish kings. The early warded to Stockholm.
There they are
said I, "and let that trunk pass.
The history of this remarkable people is un- sold at auction and the proceeds emladies arc not going to stay in England,
known; they are supposed to be dcscen- ployed in providing a mmptuous banquet
but are going directly to France.
I am dants of the early inhabitants of Spain for poor children.
At this banquet,
rnre you would find nothing dutiable in before the country wa.s invaded by the which usually occurs at Christmas or
the truuk or they would have made Celts. They are known to the Romans New Years, there is an illuminated
tree
some objection to your breaking the ~s the Cantabri.
Their lan_gu~!:\"c,
':h~ch on which presents for the poor children
I
lock."
is preserved among them 111 its pnstme
are placed. Brnnches of this ass_ociation
It was now after 12 o"clo::k. Most of purity, is altogether different from the have been established in Germany and
the people had claimed their baggage,
other languages uf Europe.-liiter-Ocean.
Great Britain during the past few years,
had it examined and departed for their
The Throne ofLilie~.
and the revenues of the society are now
hotels.
This name is applied to the throne
very large. It is now proposed to form
01
"Well," said the office,, "I ought not France because of the old French Na- a similar association in the United
to do it, you know, but I will chance it,"
States
and with that he put on the requisite tional emblem-the ~e~r-d~-lis,_ a s~ecies
In s~veral European countries charred
l th t
ld
bl ·t to
t. of lily. Thr. story o its a option is as .
"
"
. 1
mart
a wou
ena e i
pass ou
follows: When Ciovis, Kini? of . the cigar stumps have a commercia. value.
Th O
as e
ateful indeed and
Th
b
h b h h d f
k
h~l whnerw tv ry ~r the .. k' h Franks, married the Prrncess Clotilda, of I
ey are oug t Y s ep er s or ma •
w i e e was s ampmg
,run. s e Burgundy, in 493 A. D., she was a I ing a decoc_tion for killing insects on
said to
h
me:
Christian, but tho King, like the most sheep. Flomts ~lso ?uy th em for t e
''I would like very much to give him of the Frankish nation, waa a heathen.
purpose _of ~urmng m gree_n-houses or
something. How much do you think I The ,.oun"' queen earnestly desired the for steepmg in. water that 13 used for
should offer him?"
conT:rsio: of her husband
but her I ayringing plants infested by ants or other
"Well," I replied, "a.~ a general thing arguments had little effec; on him. insects.
Some gardeners employ them
in England it's safe enough to give a tip Ho-ever, i·n
th• ki·ng, when en- for makmg nicotine water, which is said
4961
h
s nice is do e but the e alt
"
v
w ere a e
n '
p n y o-a,.,ed in battle ,vith the Allemanni to hasten th c grow th of certain flowering
here seems to be very high. I don't "' "
d
h
t
i
l
Id
(German) at Tolbiac near Colo"ne was plants an to cause t em to pu ou
think I wou d risk it. Yet
on't sup- hnrd-pres~ed and in 1:is nccessit'°y ;ailed I very lnrga blossoms.
pose he would object to a shilj
1
ling if it could be giTen him so that no upon the God of the Christians, vowing
In Paris, acco rd ing to Le Temps, . co •
one could see it."
that should he obtain the Tictr,ry he , lecti!l~ th e "~tumps" 0 : cigar~ a nd cigar• give
• h"im h alf a crol!'n,,. sh e would himself become a Christian.
The I ettesd isd an mdu st ry m which several
" I will
said, "if he will take it.,.
A!lemanni were routed, and on Christ- I hun re persons of both sexes are regu"All right,,, I cautioned, "but don't urns day of the same year Clovis and / larl! cng~g~d. To be successful in this
do it very publicly."
several thousand of his soldiers were bu~rncss it Lg necessary to be up early and
The lady approached and said in her baptized.
Thus far we have veritable j late. Late flt night, discarded rolls of
kin<lest voice :
history, but we m1ist· rcgmd !IS legendary I tobncc'> ca~ be see~ • by the fire on
"I am very sorry you have hurt your the conclusion of the taie, that on the them.
Tne
col!eGtors
accordfinger."
eve of his baptism an angel from heaven ingly throng theatres, opera-houses, con•·Ob," said the officer, "it don't mat- presented Kino- Clovis with a blue !..,an- cert saloons, restaurants and wine shops,
t er m
• t l1c 1east, Ti assure you ; a mere ner embroider:d with "'
"olden fl.eun-der ready to pick up the fragments of cigars
scratch."
lis, which he was to adopt a~ the banner
and cigarettes that the patrons of these
"Well, I am very much obliged, in- of France. Probably sweet ClotilJn her- places throw into the street. The bouledeed," she whispered, , 'I hope you will self embroideretl the lilie11 and person- vards and parks are visited early every
let me give you this, not as a compensn- ated-as
she well might-- the angel. morning long before the sweepers make
tiou, you know."
However this may haTC been, from the their rounds. The remnants collected
••A ! miss," he returned, smiling find time of Clovis to the French Revolution
arc sorted during the day nnd spread out
bowing very low to her, "glad to have the Kings of France bore as their arms I on paper to dry. Some of the fine tobeen of any service to you, but really, an indefinite number, and latterly three bacco is made over into cigarettes.
A
we are not allowed to take anything; golden lilies on an azure field.-Interportion of it is conTerted into snuff. The
it is against the rules," and he waved Ocean. ______
leaves in cigars, deprived of the ashes
his hands up and down as he said this.
and burned portions, are sold for smok''But," persisted the lady, "it is only
Saccharinl'.
j ing in pipes.
The waiterspn restaurants
a very little, and don't at all come under
A curious chemical product has been'· save the cigar and cigarette ends left on
the head of a bribe."
recently described, which is of more plates and sell them to dealers or manu"l assure you, miss," he said, "you than ordinary interest, as it may possibly facturers. Thus hundreds of people proare not indebted to me for anything, and become of technical importance as a rival vide themselves with the necessities of
as I said before, I am only too happy to to sugar. The substance waa discovered life in saving the remains of the luxuries
have been of any service. You see, by Dr. Constantine Fahlberg, and christ- of the rich.- Chicago Timea.
miss," he said, as we walked away after ened by him saccharine. In 1879, Dr.
the porter who had shouldered the trunk, Fahlberg observed that when this new
A truel Operation.
'•officers of the customs arc never allowed substance was mixed with a little starch
At a st reet corner in Naples will be
to take anything, no matter how small, sugar the prod net very· closely resembled fou nd a suoject for Mr. Bergh. There is
under
any circumstance,
whatever." in taste ordinarv cane su,.,ar
It is ex- a bird shop there with nightmgales,goldAnd with that he again bowed very low tremely sweet to the taste~s.evernl hun.- finches and robins.
Sometimes a crowd
to us, and I walked with the ladies out dred times sweeter than starch or cane of gamins is collected to witness a little
to their carriage.
sugar. When taken into the animal surgical operation.
Sc-mecharcoal burns
"Well," said I, "it is refreshing to economy it do0s not appear to undergo in a brasiero, and the operator thrusts
th
see a customs officer that will not take n any change, and, therefore, may be safe- into it a needle wi a wooden handle.
bribe l"
ly eaten. As. it is not, tcerefore, a food He then takes from a cage a recently
The young lady laughed merrily.
of itself, it may be made to serve a use- caught blackbird, and with n red hot
'.. 'i'i ~ui" glad • to hc:1r you say so," she 'ful purpose in prepating nnd rendering needle puts out his eyes. It needs much
said, "for I know new we did it very palatable foods and medicines where skill--skill that only comes from practice
cleverly."
sugar is forbidden, as, e. g., in cases of -to do this successfully. An unsteady
"Why, you don't mean to say that you diabetes mellitus. One or two parts of hand would pcrmaturely kill the bird.
ga,pehim the money f"
saccharine to a· thousand parts of starch In most instances, where the operation
She held up her hands. They were sugar forms a most excellent substitute for is successful, the birds do die, but that is
empty.
cane sugar where body find sweetness are <'nly after a couple of drys of agony.
''I slipped half a. crown into his hand desired, as in confectionery, preserves, You will see the patients in cages hangthe first time I spoke to him, nnd he con- etc. As regards the cost. of manufacture,
ing round the shop, with the sightless
cealed it with a deftness that convinced it is expensive, but even at the present tyes swollen to the size of a pea, but in
me he had done the like before."
prices, a mixture of saccharine and the rare cases of recovery the bird sings
"'fh~u'you urged him to t 11ke it after starch sugar coµld-be produced at a less briskly through the twenty-four hours,
he had it in his hand, and he refused it fi~ure than the corresponding amount of, day and night being the same to it.with -such.a. Chesterfieldian' ~ir while he cane sugar. Such,. at least are the doc-j
.
was really in possession of it!"
tor's claims.-Ohicago Tribuno.
, ~"\lluth , Minn., is to· ht.Ye a government tltJihatchery.
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SCIESTIFJC SCRAPS,
Glaciers, the ice rivers of lofty moun.
tains, haTe been found to move downward from one or two mches to fifty a
day; from ten to twenty inches n day in.
summer being most common.
Tha
rate in winteris about half that or summer.
A Hanoverian physician, Dr. Brandi!l1
has found reason for believing that malaria is checked by growths of anacharia
alsinastrum,
a somewhat iroublcsome
water-plant from Canada, and he rccom.mends the introduction of ihis plant into marshy districts.
The French Academy of Sciences haa
been bequeathed the enlire fortune of
Madame Pinsen, of ltfons, for the put•
pose of founding a prize, to be awarded
every five years, for the best work on
political economy espedally adapted for
the working classes.
It is estimated that the varied machinery of Great Britain now operated
by steam power is capable of performing
more work, and hence producing mOfe
products, than could be effected by the
labor of 400,000,000 able-bodied men,
agreater number than all the workingmen on earth.
A new material for unsinkable apparel
has been tested with success in London.
This material is composed of threads at
eork interwoven with cotton, silk or
woolen-machinery
which slices the
cork to the required thinness forming
part of the invention.
The garments
which are made in this manner have tha
same appearance as ordinary clothing,
and possess remarkable buoyancy u
water.
The earth's internal heat is now being
forced into practical service at Pesth,
where the deepest artesian well in tha
world is being sunk to supply hot water
for public baths and other purposes.
A
depth of 3120 feet has been reached, and
the well supplies daily 176,000 gallons of
water heated to 158 degress Fahrenheit.
The boring is to be continued until ~ha
temperature of the water is raised to 17G
degrees.
In the Swiss village of Meyrin soma
disused wells have been hermeticnll:J
sealed to serve as barometers.
On a fall
of atmospheric
pressure,
air escapes
through a small hole in the well-cove11,
blowing a whistle.
and °thns giving
warning of a coming storra; but when
the outside pressure is inereaaing, the
air being forced into the well causes a
different sound,
and announces trui
l>rol.Jability of fine weather.
Near :Milan, .Mich., ihere were exhumed the other day, the bones of a
luge mastadon,
which lay secminglJ
wedged in between two tamarack logs.
The measurements taken of the large
bones are as follows: One part of tusk
broken, 52 inches long, 14 inches in circumference; femur, 40 inches long; two
bones of foe hind leg, 54 inches long;
short ribs, laicl out from segment ol
vertebra, 46 inches, apart, 34 inches
long; a ,tooth 12 1-4 inches across the
top, 8 1-2 inches wide, 7 inches deep.

The Train Boy f>assed.
Every one who has ever gone traveling
by rail knows the train boy. This en,.
terprising young person, who extends hfa
elastic utility from the vending of paper!
and peanuts to traveling caps and confectionery, is rarely taken aback:. He stalks
up and down the train, tossing nis wares
i~to your lap without invitation and dCS>
pite of protest, and you hnTe a strong
will indeed if you do not wind up bJ
buying something from him before yom
journey reaches its end. ,During the
short run from New··Haven to New York
the other afternoon, the train boy dropped, in succession, a guide book, a novel,
a silk cap in a paper bag, a package of
gum drops, a comic almanac and a pictorial scuvenir of New York into the keepin~ of a solemn, elderly individual of a
ministerial aspect.
The patient sufiere1
endured it in silence till his persecutor
appeared with a volume descriptive o1
the crimes and pitfalls of Gotham. Thell
he remarked, gravely:
•'If you leave that book here, young
man, I will charge you rent for my
lap."
The train boy passed.--Net.1 Yff"i
News.
Jlow to N·amo the Girls.
In the first place, -gJve the girl ia baptism only one name," writes Olra~lcs Dttdley Warren in Harper's. She will be
perfectly content with it. Her lovet
never requires, never uses but one oi
her names if she has a half dozen. In
the height of his tenderness he never
says: "Amelia Janc,come to my arms!"
He simply extends his arms and cries:
"Janel"
In the second place, when the
girl marries always lPt her _keep her surname. Then whenever w(l see a women's
name .we .shal!i• know ~hether she ia
married or single, and if she is mflrried
we shall know what her family name ;is.
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FOR THE FARM AND lIOME,

---------•
In No llnrry.
i
t1on that teams are usually in the worst :
Insom11i2.
I
"What's the matter with the train, conSleep is a positive functiou, anu not by
A contrilmtor to the New York Tri- possible plight to do any considcrable ,
ductor?" asked a passenger.
"Do you
any mean" a negativu fact, as h:ts b,ien [
bunesays: A little city boy spending a amount of work.
'l'hereforc, speed the
expect to stop at every crossroad?"
too often suppostd.
There is notable
weekwith an Ohio farmer fed a yout1g plow every lei~ure moment this fall not i
"If you don't like the way this train difference between genuine sleep, properlid
horsein pasture nineteen ears of old only to save time in the sprm; nor '
is run," growled the conductor
"you ly so-cal!ed, and the artificial torpor obcorn. The owner found the animal fin- merely to pulverize the soil with "frost
raim;; CT1EA1'EST
A'l/D REST MEDIO!N.E
FOB
can get off and walk."
'
IN THE \\'0Rf,D.
tained by the use of narcotic~. From a .J. FA:\ULYUSE
ishing bis feast, and thinks he could 1iavc (which, by the way, is an all-important
11: from nua t.•} twl,ut•r m!;rntes. w~vor tails to re-"Oh, I'm in no hurry, said the pas- physiological stand point, everyone should lie\'e
PAIN with oue thor-ougll applica.tiou. No matsavedhim from founder had he known th ing), but last, though not least, to 1,enger.-Harper's Bazar._
ter how violent or ex:crncii,tia!! the p:Lin, the Rbe\1•
be able to command sleep at will; and Illa.tic, Dedriddeu, Inti.rm,1 Cripph~d. Nervous. Neuwhat to do. Overeating, ·and conse- de st roy the insects and vermin that have
W~i~softlfEf'ifif~
:Jic:tf~r:i1~~t~iift~r~!.ADi
habit
has
a
great
influence
in
this
direcgone
into
winter
quarters.
D:mbtless,
quent foundering,
is one of those
A Poor Catch.
tion.
Napoleon
Bonaparte
possessed
late
fall
plowing
will
be
found
our
best
t'hingsmore easily prevented than cured.
Tommy--Say, Mr. Flatpurse, you ain't
this power to a remarkable degree, bl'in;
protection against the increase of all such much at playing baseball, are youi
fhe results of the total disarrangement
RA DW AY'S READY
RRLTEF Is the onlyreme<llal
pests.
Mr.
F. (who is paying his addresses to able to sleep peacefully at any moment agent in vogue tbat will instantly atop palu. It luofthe system by the impaction of the
and under the most adverse conditions. stantly relic:Yes aud soon cure1:1
Tommy's sister)-Well, no, Tommy, I'm
stomach and bowels cannot be wholly
Tran11>la.ntlng:t'rult Tree■ •
.And Wi-lliam .Gladstone had the same
avoided, but they may be ameliorated by . The transp!anting of fruit trees is very no expert; but why do you ask?"
faculty for many year5, but of late he
_Tommy--Oh, just 'cause I heard ma
ju.dicionstreatment.
No water is to be simple and effective when properly unhas complained of insomnia, due probSciatica,
tellin' Ju:ia that you was an awful poor
given, or the food would swell and fer- derstood. Trees should never be planted
Headache,
ably, in his case, to overwork and anximent and rupture the stomach, with very in a square or round hole, such as you catch.-O eveland Sun.
Toothache,
1 eties, which have ended
by weakening
\Uickly fatal results.
A large dose of would dig for setting a post. Many
Inflammation.
Se1·le11sDan1<er
' bis will-power, or, at least, there is $Orne
, ,aw linseed oil is the best remedy, and a trees transplanted in this way die, much
Asthma,
li;'!e:,~1:,1;,
~?[Ju~::•wh~::!aii;/~~d a~~~ni~ physical cause which renders the worl,f,!Brtis the right quantity.
This causes to the discouragement of the planter,
Influenza,
~~:i~~!\~cf'R~~h:h~e~s ~~dm!;!r~•~~\l~';..a:~mg of cerebral nutdtion less docile than
tie ejection of the undijested matter and who attributes his failure to the insects,
Difficult Breathing,
from tho ~ater of such a region, Medicinal formerly to the orders of the nervous
\he relief of. the intestines.
The after drought or anything rather than to the , ITJ!r;J,:;:-te;~1~;~~~~s~fcf;;f;~~i~ tn':i1~
center. Be this a~ it may, it is a matter
treatment is of importance; the stomach manner of transplanting.
A good plan 1 1:rr~;'i~fi;?-;,::r.5~1~.mH:t~!t~~.~es~;;;~i:~le of regret that physicians as a rule do
DYSENTERY,
wantsrest, and feeding should be wholly is to take a plough and break out the !
~~~ 1~/n'f~~~~f~~liiest~l ::!tst,~a~~~ 'ft:t not attach sufficient importance
to the
1
i!!Spendedfor twenty-four hours, when whole length of the row each way, i
:;fet'1?~!%'t1g~:nie tfi':ial~flfJrs~utT\ih;s;ll~~~
fact that "want of sleep" is in reality an
aquart of oatmeal gruel only should be checking fifteen, twenty to fifty feet tionsofd1gest1onand secretion area.5sisted by exaggerated
wakefulness, and it is
It will in P- few moments, wheti ~aken :1,cco-rcUD~to
given. One quart of this at a meal is each way, as you may elect, running five ' ~\~~5i'of~~:s;~1~~~~oa~o7:J1b~
vare Cramps, 8µ1\~l.O!i, Sour St Jrnl\•:b..
necessary to i:ivcstigatc the cause of this dlrect.iona,
HP.artburn,
i::i1ck ileadaclie,
Summer Cowplaint.,
Diarrllrea, DyHeutct'v, Colic. Wind in the Bowels.
lftlfficientfor the next day, after which or six or more furrows each way, making • 0 11
fj,e i;~ga~~~~'~!i!~fa t~uh1;~~i~~i!:Sa~~!: condition, an<l t? ~~amine minutely and all other lnterual Parns.
'l.'ravelers should alway~ carry a bottle of RAD·
regularfeeding should be approached sure to break the land as deep as you vent,ve, winch IS also a certain ancl thorough the relative
exc:tab1hty
of all the WAY'S
READY RELIEFwith them. A few droJ,• i.ll
gradually and cautiously.
The resulting wish to set the trees. It is best to use a ~!:~~~t }~.;e~~rstcases of intermittent and I or~ans, central and peripheric. - Medical ::t:~.wiii
r,tt~i~~r
ttt~eJ~c~~hP}j~a~;1 o°rhi~~:a:
uaetimulant.
World.
stiffness of the fore limbs should be two horse plough; then in each check
!!!omethlna: About Catarrh.
Malaria in its Various Forms.
treated by thirty-drop doses of aconite you can draw out the earth a sufficient
A great many pe.opleare a~icted with Ca::Irr.A.Fueger, 606W1tlnut Street, St. Louis, There is not a remedial agent in the world tha.l
0
andhot fomentations and rubbing of the width and depth to suit the roots of the tarrh who do not know what ails them; and a , Mo., suffered for two years with lulD,bago, mlloc~rea:!v~i;::/f~;::,t~{~e"J1b;tli
ANi"f~~~
legsand feet with some active liniment. tree to be planted. Trim all broken rreat many more continue sufferers who and was confined tu his bed for several l'ILLS, so quick as RADWA Y'S READi'
RELIEF.
Fifty cents per bottle. Sold by dr,z1nrists.
m!t!!::n~~;e!
the
membrane
which
lines
the
I
:i~~~~~bsi~t!tt~t:!y.~;:e!
!rs!ht':i~S:e~!
roots
smoothly
and
straighten
them
out
Overrefinement in Breedtnir.
;n"5al passages,thus making breathing difl'i- cure for sprains and all other pa.ins.
Those acquainted with the methods at full length in the hole; cover careDR. RADWAY'S
'cult; a discharge from the nostrils, more or/ Al'ttl
. f S 1
M' b h
h'b't d
eommonwith some breeders of swine, fully so as to get the earth firmly around less copious,watery or thick, according to the at 1t f~tirv;251~peci~~~s
~f-cfo°,;,r.1!!v~~
~l~v~r
each
root,
then
fill
up
the
hole
and
press
stage
of
the
disease;
a
sense
of
fullness
in
the
picke<l
w,th
.ber
own
hand
and
arrange,!
on
and the results obtained, know that
head; a constant inclinat.ien to spit; and, in I cardboard.
there is a tendency to ovcrrefine their the soil down firmly with the foot. Not
The Great BloodPurifier,
adv~ncedcases'. a dropping of intensely disMrs. F. W. Ingham, 472 w. Madison street,
iwine. Breeding to a refined standard one tree in a thousand will die if planted
gust1~gmatter mto the throat, are a few of the Chicago, Ill., recommends Red Star Cough
this
way,
provided
the
tree
was
all
right
promment symptoms of Catarrh.
Cure, a few doses of which gave her entire rewithout cautionary reserve easily results
Deafness,inflamed eyes,neuralgic pains, sore . lief from a violent colcl. Price, 25cent3.
ina fineness of bone, a body almost de- when it was set.
Chronic Rheumatism,
Scrofula, Svphilitic
Com,
throat and a loss of sense of smell, are very I
.. .
.
plaints, etc. {see our book on Venereal. etc.; price 2'
.A.s
a
general
rule,
trees
should
be
1
nudedof hair, charming to look upon by
0
often caused by Catarrh.
toT~~i~~i~~7.i~ ~!~i~~?~;kt'i~;'!a,r~·~•;r':"ol': ~z:i~~ro:!ag&~Jrl~in8s7rlf;~a1a~~l
r:e
~[!n~?
i~~:
transplanted
to
the
same
depth
that
they
All these troubles are cured by Piso's Reme- Lake Winnebago, \Vis. The skins whentanned J.•epsia. Water Brash, \-Vhite Swolllnga, Tumors. Pim•
thefancier who exhibits at the show ring
dy for Catarrh, Relief is had immediately are very soft, and are mid by those hav ng fles, Blotches,Eruptions of the8Fa.co, Ulcers, Hip
but objects of suspicion to the utilitarian stood in the nursery, or where they were after beginning its use, but itis important that worn boot5 made of them to be more uurab;e ch1ti~!ec!o~~~~[gJ:sy
bf1g~~!:;
l\~~;.u~1a~~~:
LiYer Complaints. etc.
hograi&er, in whose mind the possession grown. Dwarf pear trees are an excep- it be continued without intermission until the th an °rdmary leal h er.
Seid by all Dr111n:ist11.St a bottle.
catarrhal virus is expelled from the system =====.U=K=Jl'~O~R~Tlln======
ofthese attributes in an exaggerated de- tion to this rule, and should be planted
deep enough for the union of the pear and healthy secretions replace the diseased
L■
gree is associated with delicacy of conaction of the mucous membrane. Manifestly
_
~
stitution, infecundity and a degree of and its quince roots to be below the surl'or DYSPEPSIA
and ror the cure er all the 418·
face
of
the
ground,
so
that
natural
roots
orders o! the Stomach, Liver, Bowel&, Constipation.
u:;r:a;~~';!!et~:~:c!:-e:;~g~:a:i::~:;
.,:O~;t
;:'J~•~!l;f.•a'"f
llf'a:~u.:'~~:nfnfeJ'.f~p~cl
troubleand vexation in raising the young
awousnees, Piles, Headache, otc. Price 2:i coat·a.
i.:i~
1;~~11L•:~f:o~.°ea1t"'rantod."
Conir,eH,
may shoot out from the pear in course of ' months or years.
pigs only to be realized by those who
1
tjme, thereby converting the dwarf into pu~~gq:;s~~0
n I~~: r:.o~ih-:.:
1s:am~~~r!:-~
r-.r,~--==T
havehad it to do. Some breeders will
0
ls R""'ilY BEAUa standard tree.
IJO concentrated that a very small dose is
~~! fi::/,i~".,
J1ofu0 ge!t""
~/
TIFUL
•vitho11•. a
rememberhow at one time the Suffolks;
CLEA.R. WHITE
~
The object in breaking the land each directed. The quantity in one package is suf- ~~•:•:: ~~r~ »no~~!~!'.
COMPLEXION.
highlyesteemed as they then were, were
ficient
for
a
Jong
treatment,
consequently
the
&ockton, Mau.
~v
way as above advised, is in order that
by many breeders so finely bred, that
expense is a mere triffe, and there is no excuse
~
■ ..
~
the roots may have free access to loose, tor neglect nor rea.snn for it but forgetfulness.
rowswould only drop four to six pigs at
A cold in the head is relieved by an applica..,,
mellow earth, to run into in every direc- cation of Piso's Remedy for Catarrh. '£he
atime, and these were as much trouble
comfort to be got from it in this way is worth
tion from the tree. If only asmall num- many
times the cost.
1IJraise as so many delicate childrenThe followin!?letters a.re specimens of those
ber of trees arc to be planted a mattock
llllbjectto chills if the weather was the
ct!~~~~~g to the worth of
or spading fork would suffice, using care ~~t:~e~:d;
~Mt cool,
with
hardly
strength
ALLEGHENY,
Pa., Sept, 26,1885.
to break the ground each way several feet
Piso':i Remedy for Catarrh is doing wonder, BOOK AGENTS WANTED t"ol'
mough to take their natural nourishform•. I believe it will cure any case of Cafrom where the tree is to stand.-From
tarrh, ii used according to directions.
ment, succumbing quickly to the slightMRs. F. JOHNSON, 49 E, Diamond St.
"Hoio to Plant."
lit exposure, or to disturbances of the
n LIVUiQ TRUTHS FOR UEAD AND BEA.RT,
SPRING HILL, W. Va., Oct. 20,1885.
Household Hluts,
bowels,to which the young pig of feeble
Gough.
Pi!~~ios:a:i!.:id<;,
01;:~;01
~\~;h~wo
/J;";k;;~~f!
Rubber jewelry can be restored to its
lllBtand crown in: life work. brim full of thrilling tntntonstitution is so prone. A well-known
packa:a:e,retJeivedin June, gave perfect satis- elt,mahumor
and pa.th(!S- Bngh:t, pure, ancl ..good~ full of
faction.
GILL MESSER.
1
triter says on this subject: "No man original black by rubbing with rotten
~~:r:~~~:~i>i:~h·~·;
~\:~
~o~gb~t~'R~!·.
lt~A~ad1ll~
BOTT. 1000 Acentl Wantec.1,-Men and ~omen.
ttOO
HARTFORD
MILLS, N.Y.. Aug. 8, 1885.
who
wants a hog for profit, will have his stone mixed with sweet oil.
month mode. 0:::,-Di,tanee ntt. .lt"dr'!ne• aa ••
I have used a little over half a package of to 1)200
8-ztra 7'erm• and Pay Prei9ht1. Write for c1rculara to
White spots on varnished furniture
tants fully met until he gets such as are
Piso'e Remedy for Cntnrrb, and it has helped ,cive
.t.. D. \VUR'.l'JIJ.NU'l'O.l'I II, VO., Jlard'ar4, v... a.
hardy enough to stand pretty severe when caused by water, can be removed ~:v~~~:J.hat f~~r
ue!\fl~~r!
!Old,some neglect, and be quite ready by holding a heated shovel over them.
mf'can and do recommend it to others who
Where
a
filter
is
unattainable,
a
very
are troubled with that disea~e.
tothrive with plain, even what would be
Rxv.. '- J:>AMON.
An
JOUgh
feed for the exquisitely bred and little alum will purify foul water.
An Un,loubted
Blessinlt'•
ounce
of
alum
will
purify
a
whole
hogspnmperedhog. The pigs of the stronger
.A.boutthirty years a.goa prominent physician
iy tho name or Dr. William Hall discovered,
kinds-those with plenty of hair and head of foul water.
To extinguish kerosene flames, if no u produced after Ion~experimental research,
nottoo fine bone-will
survive, though
ll, remedy for the diseases of the throat, chest
lheyare farrowed in cold weather, and cloth is at hand, throw fl.our on the ~nd lungs. which Wa.5 of such wonderful effi•
ency that it soongained a wide reputation in
thistoo without extra care and nurs- flame. Flour rapidly absorbs the fluid
this country. The name of tho medicine is
DR. WM.HALL'S BALSA:11 FOllTHELUNOS,
and
ing'.M~re pigs will be dropped at each and deadens the flame.
may be safely relicclon as a speedy and posifarrowingtime, and it is safe to say that
Reci1>es.
tive cure for cou1;lls,colds, sore throat. &c.
FRIED APPLES- Wipe a few mce,
halfa dozen strong, well-haired, thrifty
• Fol' clysp~sla.,incl!gest!on. de1n·cssionof spirsmooth-skinned
apples, have ready a its and general debility. in their various forms,
iOWswill raise as many pigs in a season
a.lso as a preventive against fever and ague and
r,;will be saved and raised by ten sows spider with a little butter and lard in it,
other intermittent fevers.the "Ferro-PhosphorElixir of Calisaya," mnde by Caswell,
11quisitclybred and accustomed to close l~t it get hot, and slice the apples into 1\ted
Hazard & Co.. New York. :rnclsol,! by all Drugis the best tonic; aud for patients recover•
it, sprinkle a little sugar over them, and r;ists.
ronfinement.
"-Chicago Times.
Ito Ropeto Cut Off Horses'Manss.
1ug fruru fever. or olhcr tiit.:lu1cs::s1LLas uo equal .
Oelebr~re,t
'ECLIPSE'
l{,\L'l'Elt
fry slow to a nice browu, taking great
BRIDLE
Combined, cannot
l!<'allPlowtn11:.
If you have tumor, (or t.\1morSY";Ptoms) and
be slloped by any bon1e. S:imple
care
not
to
let
it
burn.
.Ja.ncer
(or
cancer
sympto1l1s).!::icrofnla.,Erys1peFall plowing, says Ben: Perley Poore
~~~%rt~r
sfY
~~n
g;,
Si
&
..
J~1:;.;,n
•a.s Sa.lt-H.heum Chronic weaknc.sses,Nen·ousSPLENDID COTTAGE PUDDING-One
ness or other complaints-Dr. Kilmer's F.lli· Hard ware a.nd Harnes~ Dealer,.
~ the Cultivator, is important
for those
lpecial discount to tb.e 'l'ra.de .. r
KALK Rm1:&0Y
will correct and cure.
cup
of
white
sugar,
one
egg,
butter
the
lend tor Price-LI
at.
tho mean to farm well.
One great
If aflikte I with sore e;;esuse D•·.Issac ThompJ. io1.;l~~~;.1i~i~E,
lroublein our farming is the fact that size of an egg, one cup of milk, two cups son's
Eye-water, Drngg,sls sell at 25c. per bottle
of
sifted
fl.our,
and
two
tablespoonfuls
of
We
do not till our lands enough.
One
The habit of running over hoots or shoea
Sauce-One
table- coirecttd
with Lyon's l'ntc:it Heel SLJ:tl'eners.
1hallow plowing in the spring, with baking powder.
!Oany
a balk and dodge not plowed at spoonful of fl.our, one-fourth cup . of
Jl,o Opium in Piso's Cure for Consumption
suo·ar
make
into
a
smooth
paste
with
Cures ,vhcr.} other remedic, fa.ii. :!5c.
al.I,is too often considered
sufficient;
Buckingli::i.m'sDye ror tl:e ,v11iskereprobutwhat right has any one to expect a milk,' and pour on hot water til~ thi~k duces,
in one application, a permanent color.
We have used Ayer's .A~ue Cure, and have
goodcrop from such tillage?
If it is enough and let it come to a boil, stirfound it invaluable in malarial trouble,.
ring
;o~stantly.
Fla,or
to
taste.
Vanilobtained,it is the result of accident.
FOR RATES for advt:rLU)Jilg' 1u th13 pnpcr;.. apply to
Yes,
gentlemen, such of you as woqld la is the nicest.
thr puhlii:;her
N F. J• 01·ty
POTATOFRITTERS--Boil eight or nine
,raisegood crops from year to year, irlarge
potatoes,
mash
them
through
_a
?lspective of drouo-ht or wet seasons,
musttill your la'.nd t11oroughly and deep colander, beat five eggs light, and mix
the condition or many people who are d•
BEST IN TIIE WORLD
Whileycur teams are vigorous and with the potatoes, adding a tablespoon- Deserlbes
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
,-:wrGet tht""GPm1inc.
:-:old:F.verywh,.re.
•
billtated by the recent warm weather or by hard
healthy
in the fall.
Speed the plow ful of wheat fl.our, butter tlie size of a work. You may be weal.: and tired in the morning, For Liver Bile Jndlgestlon etc. Free. from Mer~
Great English Goutand
1
without ·t1t,pet1te and without energy. If so, you
walnut,
and
a
quart
of
milk,
with
one
overstubble and corn-hill, and not only
'.l.Wn;t:°c~t~~·~1i?-.rf1{N
,l,/i~~:,.;T0e1~i~nts.
i I Rheumatic Remedy.
need Hood's Sarsaparllla 10 lmild up and strengthen
Oval llox ~1.00;
round, 50 cts.
overbut under them, the deeper the teaspoonful of salt. Beat well'. ~nd drop yourbo1y,purify and qulck.entho sluggish_
blood
and
restore
the
lost
appetite.
Tb1s
peculiar
medl·
ir,
large
tablespoonfuls
into
bo1lrng
lard,
better, Yes, the deeper the better, exdeep enough to fl.oat them. They are ci~: ,:~la~:~~: c~:~~ieteiy run do,.,vn, and was for
'.ept, perhap~, in some extraordinary
1
~r:~;~fJ'i.tJ[ j'_uj~'h~:~1\
: J:~-a~~~~iii~at~f!;rJt~~~
instances. Turn up the furrows as deep done as soon as they rlse to the top and four years U!.ldermedical treatment, being given up
to die by physicians. I have ne\"er taken anythin:;
andridgy as possible this fall, and let arc a light brown.
which gave me as much benefit as Hood's_ Sarsa.
ConN Sour-Soup of green corn pulp parilla,which restored roe.to health and vigor. 1
themfrost-slack through the winter.
recommend it to any invaHd who3e system is pre>e;
lreepeverything o!I that can tramp in ls excellent. Put in a saucepan half a trated. It w!ll robuildthe systemand givenew lite.
the least if there is any clay or marl in pint of fiucly cut cabbage, one gill of -NELI.!. NOBLE, Peoria, Ill.
,inuring tha summer months I baTe been some.
118
composition. Let it stand in that celery aiso cut fine, two potatoes, one what debilitated or run down. I have taken Hood's
shape,and when spring comes I will small onion and two small carrots, all 1Sarsaparilla, whkll gave me ne,v vJgor ~~ restored
me to my wonted health and strength.-W& H.
tellYouwhat further to do with it, to sliced, with two quarts of water, and OL0UGB,
TIiton. N. H.
healmostsure of a good crop of wheat, simmer for one hour. Then add one
Hood's
Sarsaparilla
pint
of
peeled
tomatoes
cut
in
slices,
and
oats,corn, or anything ch[) that will
Soldby all druggists. $1; six for s.;. Preparedonl:,
& CO.,Apothecaries,
Lowell,.Mass.
grow1n this country.
Plow all you boil half an hour longer. At the end of t,y C.I. HOOD
this time adc1 half a pint of green corn
pos\iblycan in the fall, for the purpose
I 00 Doses one Dollar
pulp
and
let
all
boil
up
at
once;
season
: Hghtening your labor in the spring,
hicb, at the best, is alway, short with to taste and serve. If desired, the soup
ll.•,after the fields are dry enough to
may be strained.
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HOUSEKEEPER.

supply of provisions of every kind.
Yet purposes may, when soiled, be gilded or
what a land of invalids we are!
Physi- bronzed and made prettier than new.
cians multiply every year, and few there
Housekeeper.
, During au acute attack of Dronehitis, a
THEIDEALS1EEP1NGROOM.
arc who do not need their services. Drug
\Vhen you clean house for the season.
ceaseless tickling in the tliroat, and an
exhausting, !racking cough, afllict the
shops spring up at every corner of the put all the summer
clothing which is
sufferer.
Sleep is banished, and great
The "ideal sleeping-room"
will face the streets, and many are they ,Yho swallow worn out or needs repairing
in a h:rnc!y
prostration
follows. This ,liscase is also
east. It will be not less than fifteen feet their mixtures.
To ,Yhat avail? Suffer-/ place, where you can give it attention
attem1ml
"·ith
IIoarscncss, a,1d some~quare, with windows on two sides for light ings, torments and deaths seem to be the during the winter.
times Loss of Voice. It is liable to beand ventilation.
For further ventilation it daily portions 01 many families,
and Ra-l
If you are planning
to build a ne,v
come chronic, invoh·o tho Jnugs, an<l
will have an open fireplace.
The ·walls chels mourning for their children are ever house on the farm, don't forget to h.t \'e a
terminate fatally. Aycr's Cherry P<'ctowill be hard-finished
and tinted a color to be met.
Now, are there not things good sized closet opening on the back
ral affords speedy relief a.nd cure in c:ises
that will be restful to the eye. The wood- that can be left undone in the daily "·ork 'porch where the men can keep their comof Dronchitis. It controls the (tis position
to cough, and imluces refreshing sleep.
work will be finished in its natural color. of the household,
by which these grow- 111011work clothes,
boots, shoes, etc.,
1
paint not being admitted.
The floor will ing evils can be restricted?
"·here they can wash, comb their hair,
t'i\\~f ~~10;1~·e\!l~\~c~~tg t~Y~t-~a~l;~~
be of hard, polished wood, with small rugs
You may say that you do not believe and change the clothes used for dirty
tweh·e, have suffered from ::tnnnal attacks uf Dronchitis.
Af1er exhausting
for comfort that are shakeable weekly, Ev- that your doughnuts,
pies and cake can barn work, before joining the family cirall the usual rcrnctl1es
erything that would invite dust will be hurt anybody,
not even your little baby, cle. This closet should also communiWithout
Relief,
strictly excluded, therefore
the furniture
who has barely two teeth, or perhaps
catc with the kitchen.
1
will have no extra carvings.
The one none.
Yet, why does he suffer so in
There is no reason why an attic should
;j~~;~~dj?
..!u'.'t's~~\:ea11~
hair mattress will be of the best quality,
teething?
lt is a natural process, and if be a rough-and-tumble
place of dirt and
J\L D., Carrollton, ::llis:;.
Ayer's Cherry Pel'toral i~ <leeiiledlythe
made in two. parts for convenience
in he were only fed on natural· food, he disorder,
To be sure, it is the asylum of
best remedy, witl1111rn,v knowl('dg-<', for
turning and airing,
with a woven-wire
would not have such attacks of bowel disabled and unused furniture
and other
chronic llronchil is, and all lung disrases.
- J\1. A. Unst, J\I. l>., 1,uul lt l'ans, Mc.
spring beneath.
The bedclothing will be trouble, which may lead to death.
And belongings;
but it should be kept as niceI ,;,as attackc(l, last \Yin\l>r, with a
the lightest, at the same time warmest,
wh)' does your husband suffer so much ly for its kir,d as any room in the housese\·ere Cold, ,vhich gre\v "·ursc and
consisting of blankets and ,,-hite spread.
from dyspepsia-that
bane of American
a place "·here young and old may renew
settled on 111,v Lungs. I:,v night sweats
I was re,lnce<l almost to ,u,k"1Non. J\Iy
All extra adornments
of lambrequins
life ·which makes so many homes unhap- their acquaintance
with all the dear, deCough was incessant, a111lI fr,,,p1ently
and fancy things of no use will not find a py? Then turn your mind to lessening
lightful,
good-for-nothing
old things
spit blood.
1\ly 111I0·sk1an tol,I me to
place here. The curtains will be of thin. labor in other departments
of the house- around "·hich associations cluster.
gn-e up business, 01· I \ro11ltl not live a
washable material.
hold.
Paper bags in which many articles are
~hh~~t i~l;~t {'~:-~~1i~:1\t1s remeuies
The "coming
woman"
will pla.n to
Look for loop-holes from \d1ich to es- sent from the grocery
stores, should be
Cured By Using
have her bed set away from the ,Yall for cape from the la\\·s that bind you do\,·n. s,n-ed for use when blacking a stO\·e. You
two bottles of An'r·s Clwrn- Pectoral.
health's
sake as well as corn·enience.
About the washing. which unfits you for can slip the hand into one of these and
I am now in perfect healtl1, arnl able to
resume bnsinesR, after ha\·ing been pro:Modern "conveniences"
will be let alone all other work, not only on that day, but handle the brush just as "ell, and the
nounced rn<:urable w11h Consumption.as far as stationary
,rnshbasin
with hot for se,·eral days to come. There is doubt- hand will not be soiled at all, and when
S. P. Henderson, Saulsburgh, Peun.
and cold water is concerned,
the portable
less ,Yithin your summons some Bridget,
through with them they ca11 be dropped
For :,cars I was in a decline. I hacl
weak lungs, arnl su!Tercrl from Bronwashstand being used instead, she prefer- or Dinah, or Gretchen,
to whom the into the sto\·e, being much preferable to
chitis anrl Catarrh.
s'I.\·er·s Ch01-ry Pecring to do a little extra work to running
weekly washings would be a prize. Make the cloth bag or mitten,
which requires
toral rcston'll me to hcaltl1, a111l1 h::tYe
been for a long t.nue c01uparati,·cl:-,·yigany risk of being slowly and genteelly
a bargain with one of them to do 'the frequent washing.
orous. In case of a sncld<'H c:oi1lI al ways
poisened.
Her bed will be well spread work.
If money is scarce, agree to pay
--•---resort to the Pectoral, and find ~pee<ly
rellef.-Edward
E. Curtis, Rutbnd, Vt.
open the first thing in the morning, and in produce-pota,toes,
apples, pork, meat
The Baltimore
American
publishes
a
Tw·o years ago I suffered from a scYcro
the sunshine and air invited in to do its of any kind.
But always gi,·e a bountiful
"·ood cut and this sketch of a :\Iaine boy, a
O
1
!~ ~~c~~1\~~- fea~kJ
part toward airing and cleansing of the measure, a hea\·y "·eight while paying nati,·e of Oxford county:
"Roscoe :\I.
terminate in Pneumonia.
After trvinosame, and the making of the bed "·ill be for work done in the household.
Xo one Packai·d. master workman of :\lozart Asyariou_s medicines, without benefit; h~
the last of the morning duties.
feels the cheating in such things ,o bitter- sembly of :\Im,icians, Ko. +S+G. ,,·as born
pre~cnbed
Ayer's
Cheny
Pectoral,
wluch rclreYed me at once. I coutinrnscl
The "coming woman" ,Yill plan a big ly as the "·orking class. If it comes too in \Vest Paris, :\Ie., on Octoher 2 +, iS6o.
to take this medicine, and was cured.
closet in each sleeping-room,
"·ith a "·in- heavily upon your husband
to hire the In early childhood he evinced a great fond- Ernest Colton, Logansport, Incl.
*
dm,· for ventilation, if a possible thing. ,,·ashing once a week. scrub out a few ness for music, preferring the cornet from
It will not be a receptacle for old boots or towels and needed articles one week, and
Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
shoes, nor antiquated
bonnets'
hats, or hire the heaviest ,rnshing once a fort- choice. and at the early age of sixteen years
Sold by all Druggists.
Price $1; six bottles, $5.
he was ,elected leader of the Xonrny, ::\Ie.
soiled clothing.
There will be plenty of night, and the ironing also on that ,•:eek. Brass Band, a band of much local fame.
hooks. at· the proper height for her to The clothes of men \Yho labor on a farm
reach,-not
the carpenter,-not
forget- are much harder to cleanse than tho,e
Ile came to Baltimore in rSS1 to follow his
ting to put those in the children's
closet worn by clerks and professional men, and profession,
:\fainly through
his efforts
at a suitable height for them.
The chi!- only those "·ho have the strongest arms :;\fozart Assembly
was organized,
thus
TIME-TABLE.-In Effect July 12 1 186.
dren will be remembered
in this house and stomachs ,hould be allo"·ed
to do bringing together in one strong organizaGOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
and will have a room ,vith a hard-wood
that kind of work. It is as hard as thresh- tion many hitherto discordant
elements.
fl
h
11 h • b I
•
b
In manner he is genial, a most ~xcellent
oor w ere a t e1r e ongmgs can e ing out grain, for which the farmer calls executive officer, c,:rrying into his position
kept and they can play to their heart's to his aid mechanical
appliances,
or if of master workman that quiet firmness
content, ,Yithout being told not to do this these are not available, Michael, or Hans.
or that for fear of hurting the carpet or or Pete.
with exact justice. dignity and genialty
1Yhich make of ::\Iozart one of the best ban•
furniture;
where everything shall be usaAnd children must not be neglected, or died assemblies in the city. He is of de-
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Par}nr
&Chamber
Saves
&Ran[es.
The above is a cut of our National
Parlor, and we believe is the handsomest parlor stove put upon the market this year. It
is made in three sizes, and is now in stock
in our building.
Do not purchase. until
_vou have seen this stove and get our price.
Besides the above we ,hall haYe in stock
and at our bottom prices the First National, Record, Groveland,
Frankfort,
Blossom, Bud, Art Boss more, Low, Art Tile
Stoves, Bowdoin, Soiace, New Octagon,
Comfort, The Nation, Peninsular,
and a
host of others.
Our ranges are complete in every respect.
Bottom prices are assured.
\\·e
will sell anv of the above for cash or on
liberal crect"it, as desired, but especially request intending buyers to call early, as we
can guaraatee
more prompt shipment.
Pipe, Mat and Leg Rests go with everv
Stove.
Freight i~ prepaid to out of town buyers

Ayer's CherryPectoral,

Rmnf
onlFalls
&Buckfield
R.R.

~~::;:o~as::,:!I_:a~;en:;
:~r:~~s~2t:,~:e~-:
the)' can decorate the walls with pictures.
and have a good time generally.-M.
Plumstead, in Goon HousEKEEPJ:-;G.

J·

Things Left Undone.

XXI
2.-

~~i'il

tfi;/f;;\
ijl~e,~;~c"~~;Sff

I.-

clear
Him

Oxen·
Josiah 1
Cows·
Irving I

"Till at length the burden seems
Greater than our st reng th can bear:
Heavy as th e ·weight of dreams,
Pressing on us everywhere."
The above lines will come closely home
to many a tired house-mother,
whose daily burden of work can never be wholly
completed at the end of each day, or each
week, or even of each year, as it is now
done. \Vhat is the remedy? Doing- less
,,•ork. "Ho-w can that be done?" exclaim
a multitude of voices.
"\Ve do not desire to work so hard, but how can we
avoid it?''
There lies the difficulty.
Every housekeeper dofs her work in her own way, or
in the way her mother taught her. \Veil
for her, however, if she possesses an original mind, and can seek out ne,v inventions, and cast off from her the old routine of washing,
ironing and baking,
which must always be done on just such
a day. and in just such a way, no matter
who suffers. Learning
to leave things
undone that are not of special importance
in the household,
is a great accomplishment; an art which, if once acquired, will
become of the greatest importance
in the
performance of domestic duties, yet if I
beg readers to fry fewer doughnuts,
and
thereby not boil their blood to fever heat
over the hissing fat, or to bake a smaller
number of pies, or better still, none at
all, and by so doing put less indigestible
food into their stomachs to injure their
livern, and to make less cake and jumbles,
and what-nots,
to ruin their children's
teeth. as well as their tempers, what an
outcry rises!
I, howe,·er, give the masculine tribe the
Credit of desiring, above all t11ings else,
to retain the health of the weaker sex;
and I believe that they would be c,,ntentcd with spicy ginger cakes, and good
bread and butter and apple sauce, or bak-·
ed apples, or pears cored and baked ( with
water and sugar poured in an inch in
depth or mo,·c into the baking-pan after it
1, placed in the oven), snd with good
1ight gingerbread,
in lieu or the cakes and
cJokies.
For deosert, a plain rice pudding, ,vith a good srre.1di11g of butter o,·er
the top while hot, and se,·eral tablespoonfols of jelly placed over that, is easily
made, and it can bc baked in a large yellow nappy, and last two days or more.
Xeve1 had a country
such bountiful
harvest, as ours--never
such a plentiful

turned off to the care of hirelings,
because there is so much work for the mother to do. :Many a man traces his ,;teps
toward the do\\·mrnrd path to the teachings of hired men. And many a \Yoman
sees the "·hole of her life ruined because
she was allm\·ed to \·isit those with v,hom
her mother would not have let her associate had she taken a little more thought
about her children.
She had left those
things undone that she ought to h::n·e
done, while she "·as doing those things
that she ought not to have done.-S.
0.

cic'.ed character, and is looked upon as one
of the purest and most temperate of men.'·

F&EETRADE.

The reduction of internal re,·enue and
the taking off of revenue stamps from Proprietary Medicines, no doubt has largely
STAGE COXXECTIOXS.
benefited the consumers. as well as relievAT \YEST i\II:--oT.-Daily,with
mail train,for I-le
ing the burden of home manufacturers.
Especially
is this the case with Gn•pn's bron J\cadcmy, 3 1-2 miles.
AT BCCKFIELD.-Dailv,
with mail train, for
August ~Flower and Boschee'.< German Syr- Chase's
::\!ills 4 miles, Ttirner 6 miles, N"o. Buckup, as the reduction of thirty-six cents per field 3 miles,
and ,Yest Sumner 7 miles.
dozen, has been added to increase the size
AT CA-=:-,-ToN.-Daily, with mail train, for East
of the bottles containing
these remedies,
Peru 5 miles, \Vest Peru 10 milcs,Dixfield
10 milts,
thereby giving one-fifth more medicine in l\r[exico 15 miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxhurv
Johnson, in Co111dry Ge11tl,!J11a1z.
the 75 cent size.
~~ lro\:~~~i~~?s2~flilN!~tj~~~;il~~~~'; 1l)1~1:~i-les. Af_The Augttst Flower for Dyspepsia
and
AT GILBERTVILLE.-Dailv,
with mail train, for
l:1ve; ( 'om plaint, and the German Syrnj
Canton Point 1 I-i miles,
.,
Useful Cdis 2.na.Er.ds.
for Cough and Lung troubles,
ha,·e perL. L. LIXCOLX, Su!'T.
haps, the large&t sale of any medicines in
of increased
Soft 1,ice kitchen to\\·els mav be made the ,·:~rld. The ad,·antage
by folding fifty-pound doth floi~r sacks in size ot the bottles will be greatly appreciated by the _sick and afflicted,
in e,·ery
the middle, turning in the edges and town and Yillage in civilized countriE's.
stitching all around.
Then sew loops on Sample bottles for IO cents remain the
eow 42
each end. This is a good way to use up same size.
some of the ,acks that will accumulate.
I also use them for linings where thin
linings are wanted.

LOANS.

CHAMBER
FURNITURE.
Read about our bargains for October in
chamber
sets made in all the popular
woods: ash, pine, cherry, oak, mahogany
and walnut.
The largest and best selected stock in the country.
Every set warranted and freight prepaid to your depot.
We shall enumerate a few of the special
prices made for this month. and are prepared to furnish cuts or photographs
of
these goods, so that parties desirous of ,)vdering through the mail can tell exactly
what they are buying, as the cut will show
the style and general appearance
of the
set. First then we shall offer No. q2
chestnut
set, consisting of bedstead, bureau, commode, four chairs, rocker, table
and towel rack, makin~ ten pieces complete. for $22. This set has never been offered in the market at this price and will
not be offered only for this month.
\Ve
are OYer-stocked i;, some of these goods
and desire to make a boom, and the only
way to do that is in quoting
low price£.
Xext we shall offer a perfect ash set with
Hungarian ash panels, consisting
of the
same number of pieces as the above set, .
only very much superior in style and finish; price we quote for this month will be
$30, regular price on this set is $35, and
we positively will not sell more than is ordered through the month of October at
this price.
The next trade is No. 233,
wood top set of ten pieces, made in Birch
and Maple, thoroughly well seasoned, and
has piano polish finish, stained to imitate
old, rich mahogany.
This is probably the
handsomest set on our floors at the price,
\Ve shall make it for this month, $40. The
next will be a ,;et similar to the above, No.
236, only very much larger, wrth larger
glass and more carving, which will be
shown by the photograph,
and we are going to make the price $52. Our next bargain in chamber sets is No. 126, solid black
walnut with best Italian marble tops, ten
pieces complete, beveled mirror, French
bud panels.
This set we shall sell through
this month for $4c,. The five sets, as described above, are prime goods for t_he
money, and we can assure every person 10tere,ted
in house furni,hing
that they
have never been offered in this market or
in any other !llarket at any such prices as
we are quoting, and we want to say for
them that we will pack and deliver to any
depot in the New England States, prepaying tlw freight on them; and sell them at
the above prices for cash or quarter of the
amount down and the balance
$5 per
month.
These are sets that ~hould please
most any one who wishes to furnish with
medium priced good$.

·4percent. l percent.

Children's stocking knees can be mend-.
ed nicely by picking up a row of stitches
below the hole and knitting a strip wide
enough and long enough to cover the
hole good. Then whip down the edges
to the stocking with yarn the same color
as you knit the strip with.
If you ban•
yarn like the stockings it can l~ardlv b;
seen. Xew heels and toes can al;o be
knit by cutting off the old ones, and picking up the stitches.
Knit the heel and
sew in.
To make sheets last longer: when they
get thin in the middle, tear down the cen1
~ ::':sthe
out edges together and hem

Teleuhone
anuWaterbury
Watch.LIFELOANS,:
On any

Only $4.00.

U. S. Governme'nt

Bonds.

$5.00 1Vaterb1t y Ti"arch, Chain
and
Foreign Redemption Bonds
C!t.a,~m.. A nice looking time keeper that
unpnnc1pled speculators often "trade" off sol cl on monthly pa_\ments.
Large
upon the urnYary for $10 to $r,;
but can
premiums for small investors.
!ie had of rPsponsible dealers fiir $5.00. lt
1s well worth the low price named, and a
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
g1;eat barg-ain at our offer-\Vaterbury
everywhere.
:...iberal inducements.
\', atch. ~hain and Charm with one year,-s
subscription to the TELEPHOXE for onlv
Address for full particulars,
$+,oo. With any other periodical
for 01i'G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
ly $3.00 in ~ddition to subscription
price.
Sent by mail post paid to any address, as
42 Broadway,
New York.
above.

!~

Televhone
anda Family
Scalel

In making jelly, if you have more than
you ha,,e glasses, vou can 111ake glasses
by taking large smooth bottles and wetting a cord in turpentine
and tying
around the bottle helow the neck, then
set the stri-ng afire, and it will break off
smoothly all around.
To take stains from white goods: rub
the juice from ripe tomatoes with salt on
the stains and expose to the sun.

$5.ao Frrmili Scale, weighs accurately
from a half ounce up to 240 pounds.
It
has a heavy Tin Scoop and also a Platform
1
3 :-~- rnches, which is large enough
a b,n I el or la,·gc bag. Every family
needs ~ne. Any person' paying $r.25 for
a years subscription to the TEI EPHOXE
;~,d $ 3;5'? additional, w;i] receive tl~is $.s-~
' 11 1) Scale, del1vercd on hoard cars or
to any express company in Chicago.

Frosting without eggs: :\Iix one cup
of sugar "·ith one-fourth of a cup of sweet
milk, put over a slow fire and stir until it
boils; then boil li,·e minutes without stirring: set the saucepan in cold water while
you stir it to a cream. Spread on the cake
while it "·ill rnn. It will keep longer than
when made of egg:;, and will not crumble
when you cut it.
Try putting a teaspoonful
of soda in
,rnter and dis,ol,ing
it, pc:t it in ,·our
churn after your butter begins to c~me,
and see how quick your butter ,Yill gather.
The numerous baskets used for toilet

kin~] of security am! good
promissory notes.

~!.!IIW-U:Pii'ffi:rn:NftCUJ'imi

Only

$4.7a.

ADVERTISERS

~i:
•

.

1

1

$ 12•00 \VEBSTER's UX.\BRIDGED Drc-

can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of ~~~:~:!d~!~t;a~
t\~i~
t~ ~fft/1~c~t:~1l~:1~
fttr~!
tui-e, and we say again that it ,~ill pay any person
quest of a chamber set to wntc for photograph
advertising in American orin come
a.nd sec these goods, even
they do no.,_,,
want to use the set for three months to come.
Pl:lin excelsior, wool top, husk and curled h:.ur
papers by addressing sprin.r;s,
mattr.csses at all prices; slat t'springs, woven ,,·ire
Defiance springs,
Bushnell
springs,
an~l
1

~:e

Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Nevvspape,Advel"tising
10 Spruce
St., New
~Octs.
fo,- 100..Page

Bureau
York.
'
Pamphlet.

Send_

_$1.00 Grant Pict1tre, Bufford's
Indi-t
T;11t, ~,~ plate paper, size 2rx28 inches.
\v,ah lELEPIIOXE _on~ year only $r.75.
\\ 1th ~n__
v other penod1cal for only 50 cts.
On Pron1ii-.:-.ory
N o1:e~.
: ~a~~d1t1on to subscnpt1on price.
Sent by
1
~ \V..-tXTED-Xotcs
of well rated business men
1

OANS

$~:~,:~~hst{~it~;1~~~1~~~,~~~1;1
~1d~~f~t:~,J~~~d~
1

$1 oo TVebster's Practical
D/czionary,
c;intains 600,000 words and r.400 illustrations.
With TELEPHONE $ 2.00 .
With
any other periodical for 7.5 cts. in addition
tosuhscnpt1on.
Postp,1id.

1

1

1

11

1

i~

if

1:\te edition in sheep binding.
\~'. th I hL1cPIIO"-,Eone year only $10.00.
:' 1th a~.y other periodical for only $ 9 00
111 adcht1on
to subscription
price.
="'ot
post paid.
TI~XAJ;;:

Of course we have lower priced goods and higJ1er
priced goods.
For instanc_e, we can sc1~d you pho-

~~~~ag~~no$4~1~~;?~$!~;'~:1t~lw~~~1\1tl!:~~a;i;~:~::~Jr~
8
1
5
~~~;~?~c; ti~t~t~;Ti
~1;fc!:f~}u~
~~~e\~c;:
~ ~~~1~l/o:~~~i

t~

given, settlements
6m36

all kinds of spring beds known to the trade, at the
lowest possible prices.
All orders through the
mail promptly attended to, and every letter answered on the:: day it is received.

EUVATORTOEVERYFLOOR-

COR.
PEARL& MIDDLESTREETS.
PORTLAND,

ME.

Open every evening.
Electric lights on three floo1 s

1

made.

CoJTcspondents

G. -\V. FOSTER,
c.jO Broadway,

wanted.

Banker,

1Job Pr"1nt"1na
~tLowPrices,at
0
elephone Office.
'I

B. A.ATKINSON
&CO.

New York.

ISAAC

C.

ATKINSON,

4rtJ

Manager.
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Farmers'

Festivals.

NO:RTll
TURNERSHOWAND FAIR.

The farmers ol Livermore
·I ·11· d
their big cattle at :N'orth Liver:~'.-~ it;n

The show and fair at North Turner
Tuesday, Oct. 14, was not nearly up to th;
usual standard, principally
because the
things were not brought and put on exhibition. We hea,· it intimated that a Jack
of interest and unity may be at the bottom.
The scribe was as~istcd by Edward A.
Cha,e, Secretary, in getting the award of
premiums, and we present a list of the
preferences:()xen-D A Pollard 1, Axel Oldham 2 ,
Josiah Libby 3.
Cows-Jersey,
Chas. Grant ; Durham,
1
Irving Keene 1, Elias Keene 2, James Lib-
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PO-WDER1

Cures
Chicken
Cholera.

Sheridan's
Condition

Powder

Prl111

L~w,r t,h,B

E'fll

ll8ilf ~~ 'llll ll/R, BE#l fl

t

8

L~1cas_& Bi~lw_P wishP.S to info~•m the public that thciy are prepared to fnrni~li
anyth111g ll1 their ltne nt Boston pnces, aR they exchanges goods nrn11ufactmed hv
them3elves for goods in t!ie Watch and Je,n•lry line, ,vhich em1bles t11e111to 0o·\v·v
better prices than ever. Just co11sider some of onr prices.
\\'e will sell Wm. Eller_\- 11 jewelled key winding W:itcltcs, 3-ounee silver ca!'-e.
for $12.00.
Hroadwny 7 jewelled in silver case, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.50. Xo.
7 Elgin: 7 jpw,-,Js, in nitkel case for $6.50, in silver case $8.00.
:N'o. 13 Elgin, i11 ~ounce s1Jyer case for $12.00.
J:tockfon.l, Hampden, and Illinois Watch Co.'s at
proportionately
low pri('Po.
Knight~ of Labor Pins from 35 cent, to $2.00.
W 1°
also ht.Ye a tine line ot' Knives, Forks and i:lpoons at tile following prices:
K:--lYES-Hoger,·
lkst, $-!.00; 2u, $:l.50. Sheffield, $:LOO; Standard
Siln1·
l'l:1tP
('o .. $2.ii0.
FORK~-Rogers'

A 1. $6.00; Wallace Brothers',

$!.00;

Standard

Silver

Platl.'

Co .. SPOO:S-S-Tea.
3_:;o.

OxfordReal Estste T~a.l".sfe·s.

$8.00 pc,r lloze11; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table. $1.15 per pair.
Ma~onic. Odcl FPllow. and all othflremblems
at low prices for cash.
We hav"
full line o! Chain~, Chanus, Bar pins. Pins and Drops, either i11 plate, crape. jrt,

Turnips-Purple
Top, Lorenzo Francis Russell Bisbee, 7 ft. 2 and 4; W. H.
Flat English, Lucius Libb' I. Ruta Thompso~, 7 ft. 2; Ira T. Monroe, 7 ft. l
.
.
} '
and 4; Ehas l\lorse, 7 ft. 1 and z
Andover-L.
D. Hanson to \V. L. Han- stu11\' or sohd gold.
Anything we do not ha Ye in stock we can furnish at short notice.
aga, Lucms
• •• •
•
son, $5. Bethel, J. E. Farwell to F. F. Fine vVatclt Repairing
BErvin
RobinsonLibby_ 1, Alonzo Fuller 2,
A. "· r Jackson 'had on exhib1t10n
!us
in all its b1-a1tclzes, also Se:ving ,1:lacluue aud
Bean,
2,000;
Y.
P.
Adamson
to
David
Ad3
Carrots-Elmer
Jones r Emer L Ful- fine 2- year old black stallion, sired by
J.lodels built at s!wrt notice, and all kinds small 11Iachinc
!er _
'
Y
~ol. Lang, named ''Gen. Hancock."
Ile amson, 600. Buckfield, James Roberts to
rrork done in a workmanlike manner.
2
Beet~-A
F Everett r, J M Virgin 2.
is a fine formed animal of large size, A. A. Goodale. 500; ~foses Jordan to Betmeasuring 15 hands high and weighs roro sey Jordan, 150; Geo. \V. Long to M. F.
Cabbage-AF
Everett 1, Emery L Fu!- pounds.
Sha\\·, 150. Canton,A. G. Staples to R. S.
Canton, Me.
From the Secretary, R. A. Ryerson, Kidder, 300; E. Gammon to Abbie A. Kid!er 2.
Opposite the Dept,
Pears-Sidney
Phillips r, John Keene 2. we obtain the following report of premi- der, 700. Dixfield, J. J. Holman, jr., to
Apples-King
of Tompkins, Henry tnn aw~rds :Carrie M. Holman, 200; l',l. Kenney to R.
Leavitt I ; Snow apples, Ervin Robinson
R. Cummings, Soo. Gilead, H. E. Bean
Beef Oxen-S,
D. Washburn 1, J.D.
to D.R. Hastings,2d, 125. Grafton, J. O.
1; Northern Spy, Ervin Robinson 1.
Thompson & Son 2, Franklin Gibbs 3.
Plants and Flowers-Mrs
L A Farrar,
Working Oxen-S. D. Washburn
r, J. Tenney to Sarah E. Pratt, 150. Norway.
America Bisbee to Osgood Drew, 100;
lily, r; same, English Ivy, r; Mrs Lucius B. Goding 2, \Y. H. Thompson 3.
And there is no reason why you shoulc1 not buy
Libby, orange plant, r; same, sun cactus,
Matched Oxen-S,
D. \Vashburn
r, Geo. Crooker to Ida II. Libby, roo; Ge0·
F. Andrews et als. to Maria E. Jackson.
I; l\Irs J H Libby, carnation pink, r.
George Gibbs z, J. B. Goding 3.
Musical Instruments-Heath
& Tainter,
Matched 3-year olds-L.
Kilbreth r, 1,500. Oxford,A. L. Faunce to R. Brown,
500; E. F. Fogg to R. Brown,500.
Paris,
Lewiston, organ, r; NL Hayes, guitar, r: Joe Lovejoy 2, Elbridge Pettengill 3.
Edward A Chase, violin, r.
Matched 2-year olcls-W, A. Thompson Simon A. Fickett to I. F. Emmons, 1,700.
Waterford, C. W. Watson to B. K. KilPictures-F
L Kilbreth r. Miss Pearl 1, L. D. Poland 2, Franklin Gibbs 3.
Matched Yearlings-Samuel
Smith r, gore et als., 700. ·woodstock, H.P. CoolHayes, painted placques, r.
idge to \V. W. Jacobs. 150; W. A. Parker
\Vax Doll-~1iss
Susie Foster r.
L. D. Packard 2, J. M. Lovejoy 3.
The Royal B Atlantic, Modern Atlantic, and Mtkado
Sporting Goods-F L Kilbreth 1, Joh.n
Matched Calves-E,
D. Thompson 1, to W. M. Estes, 250; M. E. York to M. M.

t:~:~ ,'

marhlc
ithm:tr•
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• furni-

CONDITION

I;

~0-

l Jiig-her

hitched on, and Sut11ner DeCoster clroYe
th em. Wi th 5 men in addition to the two
rocks they start it 14 feet. After vour
scribe came away the following dri\'ers
\lnd cattle contested for the honors :-E.
Pettengill with his oxen, Samuel Smith
with his oxen, R. E. Bisbee with his oxen
W. II. Thompson with J. D. Thompson<
oxen. L. Kilbreth \l·ith S. D. Washburn's
oxen. and C. B. Goding with f. B. Goding's oxen. The committee m;de the following aw'1rds :Se\'elt feet and o,er-J. D. Thomp•on 1.
~Irs. J. II. Bigelow 2, Samuel Smith .3.
RovER.

Wednesday,
Oct. 13, and the towns' are
~cw th at can make a better display. With
its fin~ farms, intelligent, thrifty -farmers
and high bred animals, why should it no~
b,e 'th us. Thi, annual sho~,- is a "Cattle
I•air," _pure and simple, void of the usual
~ttractions of the ladies' fair, hall exhibit a nd "horse trot." So the crowd which
was assembled at the four corners when
we arri,·ecl was not numerous nor mixed,
but composed chiefly of sturdy farmers
and their rugged sons.
I•'ifty-nine pairs of cattle ,Yere under
A Utica, N. Y., paper says in connecth
fair report:
e yoke, making two strings across the tion with an agricultural
by .
s~uare, besides herds and single ~nimals "One of the most creditable exhibitions
3
Steers-3
year old, Phineas Libby 1, hitched here and there. First we notice that has been on the grounds is that of
th e herd of Herefords owned by J. D. the Clark's CoYe Guano Company.
Austin Jackson 2.
As
Heifers-Twins,
Lorenzo Merrill r.
Thompson & son, consisting of the two- the use of fertilizers for enriching the soil
Colts-Oscar
Kilgore , A II Hersey 2 , ye~r-old bull, "Lycurgus,"
girth 7 ft., seems to be corning into use t11ore and
1
Thomas Libby 3.
weight 1 700 pounds; the imported heifer more each year, we call attention to some
Fo"ls-Plymouth
Rock chicks, S II "Miss Pentree," with a calf by her side of the remarkable results obtained b1 the
Marston I; Lang Shang, II \V Brown I, called "Ina."
Also in the same herd was use of the Clark's Cove Guano Co. ;s ferLand ducks, H W Brown r.
a pair of grade ,teer calves after •·Lvcur- til ir.ers. Most prominent of these which
Plows-Yankee
, Lufkin .
gus," six months old, which girt -fft 9 • directly interests people in this vicinity is
2
1
Oldest Sword-John
Keen I, Forrest
The writer, accompani,•d by a man used the large yield ~450 bales) of hop; by
Young •
to handling the chain, pa,sed around and Robert Schroeder on his farm in ~Talone
2
in this state, while hi~
Oldest Gun-Forrest
Young
, John took down the size of 24 of the largest Franklin county,
1
John Keen z.
oxen on the grounds.
The r2 pairs ayer- neighbor's crops in all directions were alOldest Spear-John
Keen I.
aged in girth 7 feet 3:t in. The name of most a total failure. They also exhibit
Oldest Book-Mrs
Lucius Libby 1,
owners and individual girth of the 12 specit11ens of potatoes weighing three
pounds, turnips seven pounds,
buckPotatoes-Elmer
Francis r, LA Farrar pairs is given below:2, Lorenzo Francis
.
Samuel Smith, 7 ft. 5 in.; S. D. Wash- wheat fil-e feet high, rye eight feet high.
Squash-California, 3 Lebbeus Keene r; burn, 7 ft. 9 and IO; J.B. Goding, 7ft. 3 W. H. Gray raised on the fair grounds
American Turbine,
Ervin Robinson I. and 5; Vv. A. Thompson, 7 ft. 3 and4; 250 bushels of potatoes to the acre."
This fertilizer :s of high grade, and can
Ma1blehead, Ervin Robinson I. Hubbard' EI_bndge Pettengill, 7 ft. 2; Franklin
Ervin Robinson I; Butman, E/vin Robin~ Gibbs, 7 ft. 2 and 6; Mrs. J. H. Bigelow, be purchased in Canton of A. Packard.
son r.
7 ft. 7 ft. 5; J. D. Thompson & Son, 7ft.5;

ve set,,
and finwill be
5, and
n is orober at
o. 233,
Birch
ed, and
imitate
bly the
price,
o. The
larger
·ill be
a.re goxt hard black
s, ten
[r'rench
rough
, as deor the
son int thev
-ket o·r
ices as
av for
to any
repayhem at
of the
.'i per

SHERIDAN'S

NORTH
LIVEltMOltE
CATTLE
mow. for. Widow J. II. Bigelow's cattle were\

Lucas & Bishop,

WINTER IS COM

C

I

(IJi
At E. F. GOULD & Co's.

Keen 2. Forrest Young 3.
Rugs-Button
Rug, Mrs S E Page r;
knit rug, Mrs Sidney Phillips r; braided
rug, Fannie Merrill 1; Mrs Elmer Jones 2.
Fancy Articles-Crocheted
tidy, Mrs Edward A Chase r, ,·ariety tidy, Mrs Albert
Smith 1, worsted tidy, Fannie Merrill 1;
l',liss PB Young 2. Wreath, Mrs S E
Page 1; table cover, Mrs S F, Page 1; tab le scarf, l\'Iiss P BY oung r ; fine em broidery made by :i\lrs A A Kilbreth, age 78.
Household Sewing Machine-Heath
&
Tainter
r.
Curiosities-Miniature
Hayes r. Miniature

Russell, 400.
A. Goding 2.
Oxen-S. D. ·washburn 1, J. B. GodAFT'EP.
MANYYEARS.
ing 2, J. D. Thompson & Son 3.
18+6-1886.
Three-year-olds-Joe
Lovejoy r, L. Kilbreth 2, Elbridge Pettengill 3.
Two-year-olds-\V.
A. Thompson
r, (Lines addressed to Mrs. 1\1.J. O •• Hartford Centre.)
Samuel Smith 2, J. D. Thompson & Son
3·

Yearlings-Joe
Lo,·ejoy
r, Samuel
Smith 2, L. D. Poland 3·
Calves-E.
D. Thompson
r, Frank

Forty years-as
Fort)' years-are

Goding

Glancing at the fading eye,
At the wrinkles none too sly.
Well, let the yea1·s still come and go,
They may bring a J'icher glow.
For children's children claim their waY
In our hearts and homes to-day.
-

2.

engine, N L
Bulls--2-year-old,
cradle, Mrs Josic Cah·in Leach 2.

E. D. Thompson r,
1-year-old,
Elbridge

Smith r.

Twin cucumbers, Bert Kilbreth Pettengill
Heifers-E-r.
D. Thompson
1, Dennis
Twin apples, Minnie Keene 1. Beaver
2
cutting, FL Kilhreth.
Yarn winder in- Bisbee •
side a bottle, Edward A Chase r.
Colts-Sucking,
\Vm. Seers r, Fred
Reed and Rattan Furniture-Keen
& Goding 2, 'Will Soper 3. Yearlings, John
\Vhite r. Two-year-olds,
T. N. Spauld1,

Brown r, Elias Keene 2.
\Ve notice the following articles of inter-

1

ingStallion
, A. O. Beckler 2.
-2-year-olds,

est on exhibition:1
Gun and sword over 100 years old taken
•
from Dublin Castle, and now in the posPoultry--!Iorace

Aaron

Jackson

a tale that is told.
we growing old?

Old already, some will say,
Glancing at the threads of gray.

Old friends are the best of friendsOld scenes make for new amend,.
Though springtime bloom be fair and
sweet
Is autumn fruitage less complete?
\¥hen harvest fields are ripe ,Yith gold
It ne'er is said 'they are growing old.'
M.M.H,

ranges, the Popular Cook stove, and the Dining Room Companion. For parlor wood i:;toves we have the Sunshine and
Elmwood and Radiant; also the '·Sparkle'' Coal Stove.

FARMING TOOLS.
The Yankee Plow-the best in Oxford County, Shovels
Spades, Hoes, Manure Forks, etc.
Also Gbss -ware, Fruit Jars, Flower Pots, Hanging
Lamps, Pumps, Sinks, Lead Pipe, Paints and Oils, Carpenter's
Supplies, Table and Pocket Cutlery.
Tin and Sheet Iron
work done to order. Prices to suit the times.

E. F. GOULD
& CO.,CANTON,
ME.
WANTED!

88 /11(!]/gHN~ll!J~
At the "Old DeCoster Carriage Shop," is prepar-

C~rta[8ReDailin[
and
Baw
Filill[.
lOO ]'AM I LIE s
TO MAKE COATS

6tf
10oofeet1-2inchBass Boards wanted
Sewing Machines furnished if wanted
DRAWlXG
1\'lATCIIand the '\\Ork deliver~d at your homes,
\Vashburne, 1886.
session of the Young family. Gun breech
The committee announced that ro minApply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
S8
bears the name of" Capt. Sabine."
utes would be assigned each trial. One
Every wife and mother in the country
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
Kohl Rabi, specie of cabbage with solid
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me,
51 tf
boulder was rolled onto the drag, and the should know the great value of Ayer's
head like turnip, grows above the soil.
Marshal called for all cattle under 7 feet. Sarsaparilla, as a blood purifier. It gives
Over
P.
Hodge's
hlarksmith
shop.
All
tone, health, and strength,. t_o the vital kinds of repairing.
Grown by J l\J Virgin from seeds which
Custom making to --------------Joe Lovejoy hitched on a pair of three- organs, corrects all irregulant1es, and excame from Germany.
year-olds. He waved the goad and they pels impurities from the system.
Young measure, from Thomas· celebrated calf to
CR Davis, Canton, show case of dental
walked off about 3 rods on a straight pull, and old use it. Price $1.
finest French.
01·ders solicited.
3-37
goods and instrnments-took
first prize at
then hauled the load back and placed it.
Androscoggin Valley Fair.
Asa Child hitched on his pair and put the Mrs II \VBrown sea weed from Bahama goad stick in the hands of E. E .•William- JOHN P.S WASEJ',
ELIAS KEENE, PROP'R,
0
Banks.
son of Jay. They made a handsome pull
Attorney X Counsellor at Law,
Ko.
-- Tu1 ner ' Maine.
and\~k·;~~~~:
mi~~
f1'i8~n•t
Cop~thlN'l:'
John Keene exhibits ancient guns-one
JUSTABLE
SLIDING
\VINDOW
SCREE-:SS.
clown to the puddle and back. Zeke orLanto11, Me.
used by his grandmother
for partridge
Ample 100m and fo st-class accorn- ~;J\~~rn~'rr~:odld~~~i:cred to aitts.
Terms
clered nine men to get on the drag defore
hunting, when they moved to Turner in
modations,
ORRIN P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, Me.
he turner it, but as it was a little up-hill
1804, and another long barrelled firearm
they couldn't start it. lle next turned
that used to belong to grandfather John
the drag and put on 7 men. With a few
Keen, brought
into Turner in 1776, and
scientific flourishes of the stick the cattle
N. L. Jl1.E.J1NDS, Prop'r.
Euckfi.eldVillage
OF VOCAL MUSIC ••
handed do" n as an heirlqom to the John
_' Me,
I TEACHER
have Peerless anc1Stanley organ which
make two good pulls and land the load 18
feet from starting point. Alfonzo RusCentrallv located, good atlcntion, and terms rca
Office
at R,es1.dencc
I sell at reasonable"prices;
warranted for
Keens.
The Fair .vas held in Elias Keene's hall, sell's cattle are next bitched on with John ~~;_able. 1'rnveler, taken to all parts ~~2~1e counWb re al orders should be left and bi :fiye yeai:s, Tnose n 'want of an organ or
e
t
•ned
'
piano
will
do
well
to
call
on
or address
and the hotel was turned over to the use
3- 9
Wilbur driver. With 7 men on they sucwhereabouts ascer 31
·
the above. 'rhese organs are well made
of visitors and the townspeople, while the
in
every
respect,
quick
in
action,
brilnant
ceed in getting away r I feet. Joe comes
in tone, and voiced EO they are easy to
proprietor, as ever, ·was on hand to look back to try the same load, but all the elosing
with.
They
are
second
to
none.
after the comfort of all. In the evening a quence and gesticulation he could comManufacturer of
a grand ball at Keene's hall wound up the
--AT-SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
F:RA?4ES
mand did not budge the load an inch. Ile DOORS,
affair, and seventy couples whirled to the
CLAZED WINDOWS.
lost his most convincing argument when
music of Tow\e's orchestra.
The large,
All kin<ls 1noulcledand plain finish.balthe brad stuck in one of the beast's fleshy
Is the only publication in Maine devoted
nice hall and the home-like comforts of the part, and somebody said after Joe got back usters. NewPlls. Brackets,&c. Also clmmentirely to Bee-Culture.
It is a monthly,
ber and clini.no·-room furniture Chambe1
Korth Turner House always draws a large
full of interesting and instructive reading.
to the rear he slyed around and pulled the Sets and Extension 'l',Lbles iL specialty.
The
subscription
price
is
only so cents a
crowd on such occasions.
brad out. This closed the drawing in the Jobbi'ng done promptly.
year in advance.
Sample copies free. AdRovER,
class under 7 feet, and the committee
dress JOURNAL, Thomaston, Me. 3m36
awarded Asa Child rst, Alfonzo Russell
At l..nw Prirl"'~.at
2d, J. W. Lovejoy 3d. On draft 3-yearTL'kp 1tn1H' r flice
I received the six bottles of Athlophoros and took it all, and I thought it was olds, T,W. Lovejoy rst.
going to cure me. My lameness came on
Another large rock was placed on the
again, however, but not so badly. I shall
recommend it to any younger person. drag and draft oxen 7 feet and over called
Col. Chandler Williams, Bingham, Me,

Gibbs r.

~ l!Cillill!
Boot & Shoe Maker.

Nortb

CA"ITON

Turne•·

House,

WANT
ED
'

I

I

to~

HOUSE,

CANTON, ME.

C. B. Bridgliam,

M. D-1E. W. ALLEN,

Canton

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield,

.Ma,ine.

Millinery
& Fa.ncyGoods
The:Ma.ine
Bee•J
ournal,
A■

C.BICKNELL'S,
Canton.

Blue Store,

Job Printing

THE TELEPHONE

you th1tn anything you have lost. If God Iu1ing for n.ny C'a:.tS)of !inmnu,ty or relic::_ion
DR.TALlVfAG~'S
SERNlOt
allows part of your resonr, os to be <'nt off in I but t,,io other JJartnor rn th' tlomo,tw firm I
1

~

FOR THE CURrous.
-one place, He will add it 011somewhere else. appr~
it. Aud "·h •n it .,ocmo I b •you,l
It was not until the early part of th
As Augustus, the etllperor. took off a dav 1~1ruu1l1tv, and ,a.1th rn Go,!" n, 11'.'es,;ary.
. .
e
from February, makingitthashortestmonth
s,10 had throo-foul"lhs Lho I&th. But I kllow present century that whipping posts nnd
P\JJ3LISHED THURSDAYS, AT
in thA year, and added it to August. the ' rneu '~ 00 , when ~hey contnLute t' el:ni·i_u1.- 11tocks were abolished in Mnssachusott
month named after h'mself, rn advant'lges
blo OuJo.·ts, :ire _a m,d tlu,_tthJ w1_fcwill. hnJ
.
S. ,
OF SOME
tnkenfromonepartof
vour natnrewill be it out.
What 11 withtJ1111gcur,e sue!>. u
Flies have been employed as snnit
CANTON, OXFORD CO., ME. DISA.DTANTAGES
added on to another part.
w.,ma11mmt ho to a good :nau.
.
.
11.ty
PEOPLE.
But it is amaziu~ how much of the world's
Theu tuere_nre others under th:i great di~- inspectors and used for detectmg tho lo.
work has been done by men of subtracted
ad_"autaise ot ico;·e,_-tr. Wh? ought to isal. cation of causes of disease from do
physical organization.
S. s. Preston the thrng; cho::1.1
e.;t/ ') ou say t,1oso who barn
com,
Text: _"All••the-se things are against me.~ great orator ot the Southwest, went li~ping
lltJe me:rns. But they pay .m?re. You buy posed substances.
B. N. CARVER, Editor and Proprietnr,
-Genesis, xlu, 3ti.
all his life, but there was no foot out down coal by the tou. 'lh!y buy 1t oy tho b:,cket:
There
t
f T
f th
F th J
b
y
upon any nlatform of hi, day that i-emunded Yoa buy Lour by the barrel. 'J.'uey buy l-l,
. nre wo l\m1 1cs o
e name ot
vou~
J~~~phy~u ~:d~~ghe
~uir~:~
so far as his club toot.
Beethoven was ~o by Lho pound. '.l"ou reel; apparel cheap be- Dodd Ill Darton couuty, Georgia.
'l'hoy
Ministec of Egypt aud has the keys of the deaf that he could not hear the crash of the cause JO!.! pay cash. Tuey pay <lea•·be: a use arc not r I t d
d · t
t •
The Southern cotton mills have in- great corn crib. Youthinkthatcircumstallces
orchestra rendering his oratorios.
To th~y h1.ve to get. tru~~ I. And the_Biblewa.s
ca e , 1111 lll eres ln them
creased in number in six years !.l'om 161 are all adverse, but they will turn out well. Thomas Carlisle, the dyspeotic martyr was n,;ht_when it said: ·The drstruct1on of the arises from tho fact that one of the fnini.
r, ·
d f ·
·I
to 810, and in product10n from $16,- Iu_ all your life you never made a greater i;iven tho commiS&ionto drive cant out df tha i)oor is t! eu· po,·orty."
1n:ustake_thanwhen you said: "All these things world's literature.
Re..-. Thomas Stockton,
. Tb~u th_e_rc
arn thosa who made a mistake i ks 15_compose O n_rne g1r s, w1111c tha
.q87, 598 to $80,726,250, or 88 per cent.
are agaiust me.':
of Philadelphia, ,,.ith one lung raised his au- Ill ~at 13:,ltlo _and that o, crshadows all t~e11· other 1s made up of eight boys,
A g1eat multitude of people are under diences nearer heaven than most ministers
da)s .. D?youuotl,n_owthatthatmanwas
.
. .
They have weathered
severe storms, reis whispered. Or •·~o. yo~
In the reign of l"i71!11am III. of Engsulting from a too rapid growth, have seeming disadvantages, and I will to-day, in can raise them with t.vo lungs. In the banks, ~u1 0 e Ill pr,soui"
the swarthiest. Anglo-Saxon that I can man- the insurance comohllies, thE>commercial es- k : '~that th atkman onct~atttetmh
PttotlSUI :Hle'. land those who received parish relief had
now ua
a man once
0 you
secured new markets, and are now e:s:- age, tnat their cases; not as a nurse counts tablishments thereformatoi·y as,ociations the 0 1
out ei~ht or ten drops of a prescription, stirs churches, tbe'ro are tons of thou•ands of :~en abs:ou_d~di" Or. "Do .;ott k~o"'. that th~,~ to wear a badge.
It waR the letter P,
l)Ortin~ _goons. -them ID a half_glass of water, but as when a and women to-day donbled upof rhenmtisms
Wa'.~ 1':t, t~uce disohaii"ed foi ~ishoneSty!
with the initial
of the pit:'ish to which
m~u has by mistake taken a large amount of or stabbed by neuralgias or with only frag- I CI aps, .ere was on Y one wrnn~ deod m
.
opmm, ?r Paris green,or belladonna, and the men ts of limbs, the rest of which they left at I tho mau s life and that on~aot ~nun~ the sub- they belonged, Ill red or blue cloth on
Colorado has 80 0 m1'les of first-class
patient IS walked rap1dlyroun_d the reom and I Chattanoog>t or South Mountain or the Wit- se6~~ut__
hf f•,contfryt of his exLSdten_~ " f the shoulder of the rin-ht sleeve.
shahen up and pounde'.i until he gets wide derrtess, and yet those people are worth more
Jeh a, e un or unate pre (!llllllen e o
o
:..
irrigating canals, 3500 miles of secondawake. Many of you have taken a large to ths world and more to the church and some meutal. facultr au d tht;ir rru,hn~
J. M. Means of Liberty,
Mo. has
draught of the poison of discouragement and more to liod than tbose --.rus wno nave never thrO)VSt_hcm mto wild ente_rpnses, or their
.
,
n
9.ry canals, and 40,000 miles of smaller !_come out by the order of the Divine Physi- so much as had a finger joint stiffened by a troJJ1,lat10n makes_thom ~00l1110greet oppo,r• forty-year-old clock that 1s a perfect baditchcs, which have cost in the aggre- cian to rouse you out of that lethargy.
felon. Put to full use all the faculties that
tuu_1ties1 or t_h:10 1s a vem of melancholy m rom,,ter.
Just before a rain the bell,
1
~
"First, many people are under the disad- remain and charge on all opposing circum- the!r dispos1t1on that defeats. them, or ~hey ,
. _
gate abcut $11,00 ', 000, and will irrigate
vantage of an unfortunate name given them stances with the determination of Johu ot
han_i an en~owm~!1t ?f ov~r mirth that i:IVe& usually of a elem· and d1stmct tone, tells
2,200,000 acres.
Tho operation of this by parents who thought they were doing a Bohemia, who was totally blind, and yet at the impression of m,1nceniy.
the hours in a tone so dull and muffled
good thmg.. tiometim!ls at tte baptism of a battle cried out: . "I pray nod beseech you
Others have a mighty o_bstaclein their pal"•
.
great water system has developed
con- children wmle I haye neld up one hand in to lead me so far 1Dto the fight that r may sonal !!Ppearance, for which they are not re- / as to be hardly auchblc.
It never makes
filcting claims of various ditch com- prayer I have held up the other hand in strike one good blow with this sword or spo!]s1bla. They forget that God fashioned , a mistake
amazement that parents should have weight- mine " Do not think so much of what facultne1r features aud their complexion and thei.J
panics 1 in regard to the use of water,
the babe with such a dissonant and repul- ties you have lost as of what faculties re- stature, the size of thefr nose and mouth and
The Rev. Robert Cushman
preached
h' h ·t •
d ·ffi lt t
ttl
stve nomenclature. ~ have not so much won- main. Yon have enough left to make your- hands and feet, and gave them their e:ait and
.
w IC
is very i cu
so
dered that ~ome ch1ldn>n should cry out at self felt in three worlds while you help the thetr general appearance; aud they forget the first sermon m Now Eugland.
It was
the_ ~hnsten1Dg font as that others with such earth and balk hell and wiu heaven. Arise that murh of the world's best work and the I delivered at Now PI vmouth
Dec 1
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during ~he "ar, who, when told that\~ m~~~ op-,~~L~~ty
ignorant schoolmastars and no
1
::,i
ll;:v~ ~t1;.vuttSt~n
"Doc~r, of God _11l
s!~Y a~r·:o s~uctiu~~

prominent
Estelline
man arril<ed at
sc~~_,olabo~t ,i~
h~lf hour late.
•
....ee he1e, said the teacher, with considerable emphasis,
"you're tardy just
thirty minutes.
Have you an excuse?"
'':Vh[,
yes, sir; y~u;re-~ou
know
1:n,\ ~t:;~ ~orse
~'::!t~~bJ~,w~\1' ;;;ith tead~bo11!!h1~!tu"h~
~~~ve~·1I11Dbeyo~~ghi,~~:·yf~~yg~~d :~:t ;~:eai~~~t
~~r~r!r
1
hate to part with y~1:;g?.f 011 1!•v~ ~0 ~:~~
~H~r';~~dw~~t t~rough all the curnculu~
an'-"
'
own
go~_dservice for man7 years butitseerus you graduated 10 tile~i1:~1f~f
fo rd , ~t never
·•Be?n to a horse race, have you? Come
1
m'.i{~fi°'b ~o~d-b:yer
. ge~ up to tbe gat,c of heavo; ;~t.
he~/ 0
here, sir!" and he grasped the boy by the
1
the clin~c;f_ctep~~-'tf;~ toofomneeooffatshceenN~e1,vn
o3f•o1,1.,woJ1heest1hse11·,ytuu
can parae the ~~:t ;~aD,~r col,I,ar.
.
;r lou hiwe
!eat ued
-w-w -y, I ·It -th ought you wouldn't
y or 1{ h ospitals when a poor man With a the "fear 0 , 'the.
u l;,or
wneth
h
1
16
wounded leg was brought in before the stu- of wisdom 001 wbw ic
t e begmn,ng I care," blubbered
the younvster
, 'if I
dents.to be ope~ated
on, and the surgeon ~vas / squarothe~trcle, ba~t!oheih~:'. k:inw _how to' only stayed just a few minutes!"'
th1
~~:J;iug otuht s aoddthat to thestud~nts aud a sqnare life 111aroun,l worlrl yo '..;1 ~~etl'~~etl /
"'l'hought I wouldn't care l Well I'll
ng e woun ed le"', n1:1dwas about to 1s h1"'her tbn Mount p
• .1uonn ul n
h
'\Vh d d
,
proceed to amputation, the poor mau leapt
B~t w!Jat othe .. m It tr1ru;s JS
s ow you.
y I n't you come up and
fr?m the tabla and hobbled to the door and other dtsa,Jvan~.,.e~i i ?5 t_he,·eare under let me know about the r,ice and I wJuld
1
said: "GAntlemen, I am sorry to disanoomt woman whose husband th 0 ke Is a Chnst1an have dismissed school
that we all
60
~ovuiebu~nb:r,
the help of G;od I wil_ldie.with and while the wile pr;ys \1;~1th~l~~os~am, could have seen it? l'l'l teach
you to reor'oui? hy.s1·oa.Whl
faactualt1~esr1nfilcT.hloss
is tthhebloss whay ~he hCuhs!:J~nd
swears theiu another ooner member next time when there is a chance
P
e wa.y
e at
'erehe,t
1s afor Got!
n~t·au
tie of Crecy
was deuded against
the Fren"h
h:s
'aud ma
th~ wh_0 1 tryiug •to do f or t h e school to imp, ove their- minds I"
11
~•a3 by tdhP Welshman k11Jmg the Fi·ench holus h,m ba'k and my/ o~r°ih:~~a~shw1fe and ~c reached for a two-foot rule.orses an that brought their riders to the from prayer-meeting whore he 1
om.:, Estelline Bell.
;"hr~hdls !i~~efh!h/~~ 1 cripple thi~ body, monJ::fo; C:lmst: "What a f~ol y[u
.
soul ricles, youy may som~t}m~~
k~~;sel~.till ~.
.;>g~~twr
you will
A'.1?!110 mn.n cl:ums t? h:t1•~ invente<l
~oul]. ,~ethowmanysutrerfromthisphysbe,1evolant and gh·e fifth 3 d~fuld be am ..c:,un~th,1t\~1llcont1uucto11mw1thical t9:,mg off_! Good cheer, my brothers! cntw11.es hun for not givi~p; f'tt ars, she ,)U> stoprrnc: 11nt1I it w,•:i:s itself out. It
Godwillmake1tup
to you somehow. The I must do JUStl'e and p'lblicl~ t~iukc"u~~ ,ts ev,tlcn'.ly :ll] lll!Jlll•{•
lll'll,
0:1 ,1 boo'.,
grace, the sympathy of God will be more to / that 1 never propoJ~d at 110rne to give any. I agent'~ touguc:.
/
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tention of writ~ng a letter to Mr. Jack•
son on the SUbJect. -London
TeleG1raph.
Productive Uoughuess.
If we seek for tho places where men
have gained least from nature,
and are
most degraded,
intellectually,
morally
and spiritually, we shall generally
find
them to be the places where nature has
b
t
f
t
een mos pro use in her gifts, mos
luxuriant
in her p:co<luctiveness.
In
these favored regions the savage eats and
drinks and sleeps his life away in lazy
sensualisrn, while in lcs, kindly
lands
where a substance has to be forced from
the b:irren soil, aml where the forces of
nature war continually on human kind,
.
man arises as a king over nature, makes
her forces subject to his own purposes,
and wins from her her most jealously
guarded treasures.
So true it is that
the most promisini fields of human effort are not
the most
1'imes.
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A CLERK'S
ROMANCE./.
Norwegian Hospltali1y.
___
In no land is hospitality more

I

if he went over some of the dates I
Our Ship at Sen.
GREATMEMORIES. that
again after a few days' interval, the an- '.Dear heart, we two have waited

openhanded and more unaffected than in
Norway, and though these features are I Phenomenal
Powers
Develnaturally becoming blunted along the
oped by Some Men.
A Dissipateil Young- Ma.n's Reformation beaten lines of travel, the genuine goodthe name ot
Followed by a. Marri~e.
ncss of heart, fine "gentlemanly" feel- ()rdinary Abilities joined toExtra.ordinary
eorgin. 'l'hoy
mg, and entire absence of that sordidStrength 0 r Recollection.
erest in them
"The life of a Government clerk is at ness which is so often seen even in prlliie of the fn.t;ni. best a. monotonous one, as in nearly all ative regions, cannot fail to strike the
I
. d"
. f,,"all ~reat people have great mcmo"rls, while the
the depar~ments the clerks have the ~npreJu teed observer. Nor is etiquette t1es, as Sir Arthur Helps declares in his
oys.
same routine work day after day,'' said a ignored by even the rudest of the people. de:ightful book entitled "Social PresIlf. of Ea<r. venerable Treasury clerk, "and when In the cities-the stranger is apt to make sure," it by no means follows that all
·ish relief h;d
there is a bit of gossip to relieve the many blu nd crs. In the country, how- those who are possessed of great memothe letter p
morrotony of his life it is taken up with ever, this is not less marked thouo-h ries are "great people." Many an in:·ish to which a relish and retold till it blossoms o~t in pe~haps the visitor will be less :onscio:s stance might be cited to show that men
Plue cloth on many different forms."
of its presence. One of the peculiarities of very moderate intellectual Cllp&city
icve.
->What 1s disturbing tl,e monotony o~ !~e Norw_eginn farmer is that, when may be endowed with a power of memov1S1tmga friend, he must ignore all the j ry which is truly prodfgious. In adMo., has / ii.ow?" inquired the reporter.
dition to this, there are plenty of wella perfect ba.
"Well, I am getting to that. Si:'I: prcpa:ations made for his entertainment.
ain the bell,
ears ago last March a bright-eyed, rosy- He will sec the coffee roasted, and the nuthenticated examples of the extraordict tone, tells cheeked young fellow of 22 received an cups set out, and then, just when the nary power of memory displayed even by
and muffled
appointment through political influence g~od_wife is about to offer him her hos- idiots. In the Memoirs of Mrs. Somernever makes . in the divisioa I am employed in. You pitahty, he gets_ up, bids the family ville there is a curious account of a most
kuow that was befora the days of civil go~d-by, and IS ?nly persuaded to re- extraordinary verbal memory. ''There
Every cup was an idiot in Edinburo- " she tells us,
an preached
service reform. He was quick and in- mam after some resistance.
and. It was
t:,,lligent, and it was not long before he must be filled to overflowing, otherwise "of arespectable famil/'.;.,ho had a rewas familiar with the work as the oldest th_ehost would be thought stingy. When markable memory. He never failed to
, Dec. 12,
clerk in the office. For a year or so he '.1nlk,_brandy or beer is offered, the guest goto the kirk Sunday, and on returning
and Dan"'er
was II most efficient clerk, and alway~ mvarrnbly begs that it will not "be ! home would repeat the sermon seyincr
nted in L~uon time.
With
sorrow I began to :wasted on him," and then, after empty- "Here the minister COU<rhed: hero re
e oldest sernotice
that
he
wa.~
becoming mg the cup, declares that "it is too stopped to blow his nose.'~ "Durin" the
ricn.
• sipated; that his work was behind, much"-going through the same formal- tour we made in the Hio-hla~ds "
ks that the
ities, it may be, three or four times. In she
adds,
"we
met .;ith
a~d instead of the frank, iiidependent
at balloon
idiot
who
knew
the
expression that he had when he first the farmhouses, or upland "saeters" the other
led many
came in the office was a careless devil- guest is le_ftto eat alone, silver forks and Bible 80 perfectly that if you asked him
the day not
spoons being often substituted for the where such a verse was to be found he
may-care sort of a lo0k. I remonstrated
all see balwith him, and told him ho would be carTed woode_nones used by the :amily, could tell without hesitation and repeat
"' passenger
dismissed, and justly, too, it he did not an~ a tine white cloth for the bare boards the chapter." These examples are sufthe conti.
shake the companions he was associating which serves well enough on ordinary ficiently remarkable; but what shall be
with. His only reply would be: 'I can occasions. To a punctilious guest this said of the case cited by Archdeacon
r 0.1kland,
, ake care of myself; you needn't fret ma~ not be a dr_awback, for at !he Fearon in bis valuable pamphlet on
"There was m my
Y a st.one
about me.' His downfall didn't sur- family table, as, mdeed, among the "Mental Vigor i"
prise me much, for I had seen a. number peasants in Scandinavia everywhere, the father's parish," ~ays the Archdeacon
~iffcrent indivi?uals dip their spoons "a man who could remember the da;
of young men go ju~t his way who had
rnto the same dishes of "grod" and sour when every person had been buried in
come in the departments honest, sober
young fellows, and leave it broken down '.11ilk; but for any one desirous of study- the parish for thirty-five years, and could
:ng a P:ople a load of foreign prejudice repeat with unvarying accuracy the name
in health, and careless as to how thev
JS a grievous
burden to carry about. and age of the deceased, with the mournmade their livino-.
Thino-s
went on thi~
O
O
When a child is born the wife of every crs at the funeral. But he was a comthis city,
way until the present administration
neighbor cooks a dish of ''fiodegrod"
plete fool. Out of the line of burials he
imping from
came into power, and the heads of the
(p_orridge ma~e 'IV!th cream instead of , had but one idea, and could not giv~ an
different bureaus were changed. Conmseum, 100
milk), a~d brmgs 1t to the ~onvalescent, intelligible reply to a single question,
sequently a great number of new clerks
parachute.
there being a good deal of nvalry among 1 nor be trusted to feed himself."
oame in. Among these was a pretty
ed a lamp
the matrons to outdo each other in the
These phcnomrnnl instances may be
young
lady
with
large
brown
eyes
and
a
, head, and
quality nnd size of the dish. When any matched by the Sussex farm-laborer
fascinating smile. The clerks, both male
but was
one has taken food in a Scandinavian ; George Watson, 115 we find recorded in
and female, immediately took to her, and
house h~ sh~l~es hands with the host and "Hone's '!'able Book." Watson could
she became a general fa.vorit<l. The young
ldest town
hostess m rmng from the table, and neither read nor write, yet he was wont
men in the office never lost aa opportu
ving been
says: "Tak for mad" ("Thanks for to perfor "'ondrous feats of mct1t&I.calnity to ha TC a few minutes chat with her,
mder l\Icnfood"), to which they reply: "Yell culation, and his memory for eTents
but that is as far as it ever went. Though
3 been conbekomme" ("May it agree with you"). seemed to be almost faultless.
"But the
she treated all pleasantly, none were
oldest. It
1
In many parts of Scandinavia all the most extraordinary circumstance," says
ever
invited
to
call
on
her.
Tho
young
ards about
guests shake hancls with each other an.d Hone, "is the power he possesses of refollow I spoko about had gotten so that
ueblo. It
repeat the latter formula; and in Nor- collecting the events of every day from
ho
s~ldom
had
anything
to
say
to
any
as settled
way, at least, it is the fashion for a an early period of his life. Upon being
e. In tho course of time ho made the
guest to call on the hostess a few days asked what clay of the week a giTcn
( acquaintance of the prctt,y young clerk,
later, and when she appears to gravely day of the month occurred he immcdiand that evening one of the older ladies,
F11bric.
say: "Tak for sidst" ("Thanks for laat ately names it, and also mentions where
with
the
best
intentions
in
the
world,
rd of the
time"), great gravity on this formal he was and what was the stato of tho
told the young lady not to get too intigentlemen
visit being a. mark of good breeding.--weather. .A. gentleman "'ho had kept a
mate
with
that
man,
as
he
was
considered
ich took
Peoples ~f tlto World.
dairy put many questions to him, an<l his
a
'rounder,'
or,
in
other
words,
dissi----a:iswers were invariably correct.,.
ce of the
pated.
Virtues of Cold Coffee.
Of a similar kind is the memory for
life-saving
"She
said
she
liked
him,
and
thought
A go.:>dmark for Gen. Boulanger! In which Daniel McCartney has become
invented
there
was
a
great
deal
of
good
in
him
if
the instructions sent to the officers com- famous in the United States.
The
o-er of the
he had the proper encouragement.
He mantling the regular army and the mili- strange story of this man's achievments
1rmy and
tia reserves engaged in the autumn is told by Mr. Henkle in the Journal of
seemed
to
be
a
gentleman,
and
that
if
he
iWcstminMcCartney, in
did anything wrona it was only through maurouncs they were told to prevent, as Speculati1Je Philosophy.
eeded in
carelessness. After this the two young much as possible, soldiers drinking at 1860, declared that he could romember
ic, with
people were together constantly when the first well they meet, and if !he the day of the week for any date from
d in the
not at the office, and a most wonderful weather was hot, to mal<:eeach man tukc January, 1827--that is, from the time
istcoats.
QJ,angc came over him. He stopped with him before setting out on a long when he was O years and 4 months oldbe disHe ha.~ often been tested,
drinking, attended to his work with a march a provision of filterca water. If 42 1-2 years.
f serge,
will, and, when not somewhere with he had said, "a provi~ion o! cold cof- and, so far as Mr. Hcnklc's account goes,
.lk, and
Th
her of an evening, stayed in his room foe," it would have been better.
ere had not failed to tell his questioner what
ile yachtand read. I was pleased to note the is no such safe and sustaining drink as day it was, and to givo som8 informamay be
ohanae and knew that all would come coffee for the mnrching soldier, tourist tion about the weather, and ahout his
d to the
out ;:ll.
She had only been in the or sportsman. It prevents, in places own whereabouts and doings on any one
era! men
office about six months when he came where food is scarce and bad, typhus of the 15,000 or more dates that might
e water
·ur11enur. Henkle fir~t met
o me ono clay and said he was going fever, by counterac~ing rapid_ waste of be named.
"
m
and furo resign, as his salary was not suffi- the tissues. The iutrmal waste caused this man or marvelous memory he was
floating
cient to support II wife as he would by fatigue is the mo st dangerous of any, employed in the office of the Hon. T. K.
utility
like to, and that he had secured inasmuch as the vitality is too low to Burkenbrod, editor of the Saicm Rep·uboccupaa position
ns bookkeeper
in
a thro,v it ofi,_and so all : 110_d_ead st uff in, lica,i, where nothing better could be
s Beres'wholesale grocery house in New York. the body poisons what is hving. I have ! found for McCartney to do than "turn
lsfaction
Hewent away and I heard nothing from seen persons, after walks greater th a_n the wheel of the printing-prl'ss two days
his in.
hiw. ,vc often spoke of him at the their strength could bear, suffer ns if · of each week."
On the first formal exJack•
oJ:lice,but no one ever dared to ask the from violent poison. In point of fact, I amination this man underwent, his au';'oung lady clerk about him, for they re- they were poisoned, \mt merely ~hrough swers were tested by reference to the file
membered how she went for the old lady inability to get rid of the detritus of of a newspaper which gave the day of
In one
Whospoke of him to her. Several weeks wasted tissue in themselves. Tourists the week alono- with the date.
since I was surprised when the young should, no more than Gen. Doulanger's \ case his state:enL was disputed, for the
lady came to me, as the young man had soldiers, _when out on holiday excur- ' day he named wus not the same as that
before, and said she would be pleased if sions, drmk water out of the fi~s_t~ell given by the paper; but on further inI would send her resignation to the Sec- they mcet,and to prevent the rnp1:i usmg quiry it was found that the newspaper
retary. I asked her jokingly if she was up of their own bodies they. ought to fill was wrong, for the printer had made a
Shorthnnd notes of the
going to be married.
She blushingly ad- up their flasks, before s_tarti?g on long mistake.
mitted she was, but would not say to walks, with coficc, which 1s, perhaps, conversation were taken at subsequent
interviews. The rep<>rtof these is very
whom. I suwectcd and felt, pleased. nicer to drink cold than hot.-Pari,
________
curious reading. Take the following as
'fhis mornin" she and her h'usl,,,nd called Letter.
Nono fo~ Him. .
.
a sample.
"Question-Oct.
8, 1823!
to sec me, a:d it proved to be the young
The frequency with which Alpme AnEwer (in two seconds)-Wednesday.
man I suspected. He told me that he
had been very fortunate since leaving tourists fall from tops of almost inacce3-- It was cloudy and drizzled rain; I carthe office, and was now bend bookkeeper sible mountains and get killed is <;ery ried dinner to my father where he was
I gettin"' out i;:oal.
Question-Feb.
21,
,forthe concern to which he went from distressin" ancl monotonous.
poses,
An Am:rican fo Switzerland was in- 18201 "Answer(in two seconds) Saturday.
tlously
\hedepartment, and nttrihutcd all his
that
successto the pretty young bride at his vited by an enthusiastic English c1ank, It was cloudy Ill the morning and clear
n efside. They left this evening for New who was everlastingly climbing moua- in the afternoon; there was n littlll snow·
An uncle who lived
York,where henceforth will be their tnin peaks, to accompany him on cne of on the ground.
rnally
/ nesr sold a horse-beast that day for $35."
Scltool
iome. It docs my heart good to see a these foolhardy trips.
"No, I thank you," was the reply, "l Aud so the conversation ran on for hours
~atriagelike that."Wa3hington Repubfl(/Jn.
away from places that a donkc! rangin!? over forty years o_.fI_Ic_
Cartney's
.tay
- ~
can't climb. "--Sifting,.
personal history. Dr. Henkle tells us
A.crown i.s no cure for tho he~dache.

he Story
or T,,vo
Treasury
Department
Employes.

I

I

I
I

I

I

swers, although 0"'iven in different terms,
.

.

I

.

~ere_essentially the same, show mg distmchvely that he remembered the facts.
and not the words prnviously useu. McCartney's memory is not confined to
dates and events; he is a rare calculator,
can give the cube root of such numbers
as 59, 319; or 571, 787, etc., can repeat
some 250 hymns,and start 200 tunes; has
a smgulary extensive
and accurate
knowledge of geography, and never forgets the name of a person he has once
seen or read of. Wit~ all this singular
power of memory, however, he is not a
man whose general grasp of mind is not
at all noteworthy. - Chamber•' Jour,~l.

Tree-climbing Cray-Fish.
To show how floea or oTer-supply of
water will at certain times alarm these
little creatures, a gentleman residing in
Freeport, Ill., informc:l mo that not
many months ago they had somo very
heavy rains, that greatly increased the
volumo of the little river nmning
through the town. The water gradually
rose until numbers of quite large trees
were submer.,.ed and the stream was almost twice it~ o;dinary width. Such an
unusual occurrence naturally attracted
considerable attention, and my informant and a number of others visited the
trees several times, and when the river
was at the highest they presented a
strange appearnnce from a little distancc. Their trunks seemed to have
changed color from the water up to the
branches, and on closer inspection it
was found that they were completely incascd with cray-fish, which covered
.
.
every available ~pa~e, crowdmg upward
by hundreds, clm:;mg to the bark and
to each other, in some spots packed one
upon another four and five deep; every
moment added to the throng, new ones
emerging from the water, while those
abovc, urged on, crept out upon the
branches, and completely covered them,
presenting a novel and interesting sight.
The animals in many cases retained their
positions for several clays, and did not
seem to be affected ?Y their stay out of
water.
The occasion, however, was
taken ad_rnntage of by the people, who
came with buckets and brooms and
swept them from tho trees by hundreds
storing them up for futuro use. Th:
cray-fish in certain portions ot thi, westcrn country is a pest to the agriculturist,
and the work of these little creatures ofton greatly increases the labor and expense of breaking up land, especially after the burrows or mounds have stood for
many years, tho Tcgetation th11, has
grown upon them often increasing their
size to mammoth proportions.-Popular
&idnCd Montltly.

a

Gravcyar1l Geogrn111ty.
There havo been numerous reasons
given to account for the fact that the
north sides of churchyards are so often
devoid of graves. In the west of Eugland there is au idea that the north sic'e

Wewatched them sail away,
As vre stood on the shore,
And sweetly we did dream,
With true love for our theme,
When their voyage should be o'er,
We said, "When they return to us,
O'er the.ocean's briny foam,
We'll build a kingdom heavenly fair,
With love and faith dwelling ther&We'll call our kingdom home."
Love was wrecked on an angry shore,
On the rocks of worldly gain;
And oh! the saddest sight to me,
Faith was lost in a dismal sea
Of slander, doubt and pain.
, Yet.o'er the dark and ang:y w~ves,
Hangs the bow of promtSe fair;
It tells of that bright and better laud,
With love and faith, an unbroken band.
Up there, dear heart, up there.

HUMOROUS.
Goes against the grain-The
reaper.
.A.bank cashier seldom goes off until.
he is loaded, and then he makes no reI
port.
Little ones often wear clothing in peculiar places. A cuff on tho ear is fr quent.
Chicago women never argue. They
1
put their foot down, and that coyers th&
whole ground.
Alpine glaciers move at the rate 0,
four inches a year. It is suspected theJ.J
don't advertise.

II bineBeesa beecan andpredict
the weather.
Com,
a small boy and they can

roduce as uall.
q
Ilis serenade ran:
"How can I leave
thee." The big dog came around and
showed him how.
When
a woman gives her husbaud a piece of her mind he never stays
to get the remainder.
"I don't see the point, but I realize its
force," said the man when the bee settled
. on the back of his neck.
It is not every guost at a hotel who
I tips the waiter, but nearly all Gf them
: ive him a turnino- over.
0
g
A man who advertised for a perma,
ncnt position, where salary was n.o ob.!
iect, was advised to try the cemetery.
.A.new game of cards is called "matrimony." If the man wins, ho takes the'
girl; if the girl wins she takc11 the man. 1
Tho difference between two great political parties is easily explained to for-'
eigners, one gets the offices the other gets
left.
He stood under the window and sang
"How Can I Leave Thee." But he did
leave, and so suddenly that the dog wen
back of the house and wept.
The discovery of a scurlet snake is reported by an Ontario paper. The man
who dir,covcrcd it had in all probability
been painting the town red.
P

I

was not consecrated, but was left for a
playground for the children. Then, some
again say it is from the tradition that
Jesus, when dying, turned His head to
the south. Another reason given is that
the south is the sunny side, and the side
where the church cloor commonly is
placed, and where, consequently, most
people pass. The commonest reason appears to be that formerly murderers, excommunicated pe~sons,stillborn children,
etc., were wont to be buried on the north
side, and some rustics say that ghosts
always choose the north side for their
peregrinations.
There is, however, an
ecclesiastic reason.
The cast is God's
side, where His throne is set; the west
man's side, the Galilee of the Gentiles;
the south, where the sun shines in its
strength, is the side of angc.s aud spirits;
the north, the devoted region of Satan
and his hosts, the lair of demons and
their haunts. - Oh-i'.:<Zgo
Trib1m~.
______
•'It Wns Worth It."
Professor Channing of Harvard, whoso
scholarly attainments were the pride of
the college, was most exact and critical
in his examination of written themes,
which he marked on a scale of 100 as the
highest award. From 60 to 80 was tho
average mark, and it was a wofully poor
effort that carried the work below 40.
But on one occasion all the worthy professor's hum',m charity was exhausted by
the atrocious faults of a certain composition, and he ruthlessly marked it 1. The
student, displaying far more personal
pride than he had literary ability, came
to the professor and protested.
"Such a
mark, Professor Channing, seems to me
a disgrace."
"Yes," laconicallyrejoined
the professor. "It would have bean
more considerate not to have marked it ,
at all." "I wguld rather you had 1~arked,
it as zero than to have mar!-:ed 1~ 1.'
"Bu~," replied Prof. Chann~n~, •·don't
be distressed. It was worth 1t. -Boston

I

P()IL..

For many a weary year
The sh:p we launched at sea
Freighted with hope for yo~ and me,
And carrying never a fear.

Teacher (to a class in chemistry)What does sea water contain beside the
sodium chloride that we have mentionedt
Gubbins' youngster-I<'ish, sir.
Teacher- "Can any boy tell me at
what time the sun rises now?'' Small boy
(shrill and prompt)-"Just
the minute
father calls, down at our house."
Lady to small boy-"Thcn
you never
had educational
advantagesi''
"No,
mum not that I know of. I've had
airy siplas. If what you said is worse
nor that, I don't wanter catch it."
"Mary, I wish you would be a bett,t.
little girl," said a father we wot of 'to
his little girl. "You have no idea how
sorry I am that mnmma has to scold yo._
so much."
"Oh, don't worry about it,
papa," was the reply; "I'm not oae of
those sensitive children. Half the tim~
I don't hear what she says."
.Missionary Life in Bnrmah.;
My brother has hired four Kolah men
to watch the place nights (sleeping and
cooking on the compound daytimes),
and Mr. Rose gave two of them spears.
Mrs. D. and I have our revolvers, and
wo keep them close by, you may be sure.
Mine is under my head ready loaded at
night, and we all lay out our gowns,
etc., when we retire, ready for flight.
This morning when we went to Sunday
school, I left my revolver for Miss Stark
-such a pity she has none-and my
brother took his with him I It wa.1
funny to have the superintendent givo
out "Come ye sinners," and reflect that
he had a loaded revolver in his pocket
ready for them. If we couldn't find
something to laugh at I don't know
what would become of us; the constant
fe~ling oi danger threatened, of uncortamty as to the future, takes _the hc'.11"t
out of everything, and combined with
the heat-100 degrees to 104 degre~smakes systematic work almost impossiblc--He!ping Hand.
•

it~ I ~l~~l()n~.
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Festivals.

HARTFORD
& S'tl'MNER
SHOW& FAIR.

PUBLISHED THURSDAYS AT

Canlnn. Ilxfnrd

Cn.. Maine.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
One copy, one year, - $1.50.
f paid one year in advance, $1.25.
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
~No
paper dis<;on_tinued until ~11arearnges are paid, except at the opt10n of
he publi her.
Papers promptly discontinued at expiraior. of the time paid for when so ordered;
otherwise they will be continued.
Dor
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The last Show and Fair of the season in
this vicinity was held at East Sumner on
Thursday, Oct. 14th. The forenoon was
fair, but cool,and the afternoon was cloudy
and colder. But everybody goes to the
Show at Sumner ·'Flat," and consequently the scribe was included in the immense
throng that crowded the little village on
its annual festive day. About a thousand
people shelled down from the hills and valleys of the surrounding neighborhoods and
tramped the streets and cracked peanuts to
their hearts' content.
Dobbin was hitched into the double wagon and the whole
family looked smiling as they drove in.
Many of the people turned their homes into hostelries and catered to the wants of
man and beast. And it was by no means
slim fare. That is, if all who hung out
the shingle "Hot dinners,"
had as good
baked beans as Sharon Robinrnn did.
\Veil, after passing the usual number of
candy and peanut stands, auction wagons
and peddlers' carts, we enter the vestry of
the Congregational
church and find the
Secretary, Eastman,
quite occupied in
making entries for the Fair. Generally
speaking, the exhibit was quite large and
excellent.
\\·e did not attempt to notice
the articles in detail, as the continual
crowding arid surging of the compact attendance made that impracticable.
The
room and the conveniences for ingress and
egress were entirely inadequate for the
purpose.
The town of Hartford is noted for its

Thursday,
October
21,1886.

~~

Braided Rugs-Mrs.
Mary A. Fletcher 1.
Other Rugs-Mrs.
Geo. Bisbee 1, Mrs.
James Glover 2.
Carpeting-Mrs.
Ruth V. Young 1.
FANCY ARTICLES,-ENTRIES IN FULL.
Mrs. B. P. Adkins, mantel lambrequin,
table scarf; Leanna Morrison, tidy; Flossie E. Sturtevant, stand cloth; Mrs. Wm.
Cushman, wall basket; Lilla F. Stetson,
splasher, hand-painted wall pocket; Gertrude Palmer, paper flowers, crocheted
hand bag; Carrie F. Coles, worsted tidies;
Mrs. Helen S. Thomas, rick-rack collar;
Clara· E. Stetson, banner, thermometer
case; Lucy Man well, tidy, Mikado fan;
John Manwell, decorated horn;
Mabel
Harlow, tidy; Hattie Heald, sofa pillow;
Mrs. Ella Heald, ·tidies; :VIrs. Hannah
Robinson, lambrequin; 1"Irs. Emma Corliss, crocheted tidy.

BUCKFIELD.
ffi2irGeneral Stock of Dry Goods, Groceries, Paints, Oils,
Paper Hangings, Carpetings, Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.

Complete
Assortme
Of Everything

MISCELLANEOUS.
Estey organ, W. H. \Vheeler; lap boards,
F. L. Harlow; cut flowers, \V, H. Eastman, Nettie Manwell; white rats, Geo.
W. Manwell; dentistry exhibit, Dr. C. R.
Davis, Canton; photographs, R. G. Stephens; white bread, Mrs. Cora E. Foye;
millinery and fancy goods, Mrs. L. K. Addi ton, Buckfield.
ROVER,

Wanted at a Country Store.

Pay Cash & Buy Cheap
,v e buy for Cash by the car-load, save freights and profits
which enableg us to sell closer to cost than others, and to Cash
patrons Will Sell as Low as Any 1'Ian Can.

OUR NEIGHBORS.
No, Jay.

Special Premium List.

The Jay Granite Company have bought
a controlling
interest in the red-granite
quarry on Rattlesnake
]\fountain in Jay,
and are making preparations to open it.

East:

Dixfield.

OFFERED
WITHTHETELEPHONE.

~::::t:l:,
s~::/v;;:.~n:t;:i~-:
:::: th~!:;p~\t:~1~e~:~
n~:; h::d~:~i;:u;~~~
looking cattle were on the grounds, and
:\Ir. Chas. \Vhittemore has purchased
nd
rd
some good horses a
colts. Hartfo
the Essec Randall stand, so called, which
town team was made up of 39 pairs, and
-CANTON.Sumner had out 27 pairs. Following we he is repairing with the intention of movc R DAVIS,Dentist. Officeover B:ick Store. At
Dixfieldfirst Tuesday and \Ved. 10 each month. give the preferences as taken fron1 the ing in soon.
NATHAN
REYNOLDS, Registered Apothecary.
Secretary's records.
Mrs. Harvey KennP.y has sold her stand
AS HATHAWAY,lnsurance
and Real Estate Agent.
She contemplates
Town Teams-Hartford
1st, Sumner 2. to Mrs. Cummings.
H H BURBANK,
Flour, Groceries, Dry Goods,
pulling
down the old store another year
Fruit and Confectionery.
\Vorking Oxen-S. I. Crockett 1, James
D BRADFORD,
Brick Store, Genera] Stock.
and
building
a
pretty
cottage
for her own
Glover 2, \Vm. B. Russell 3.
E F GOULD& Co., Stoves, Tin & Hardware.
And illany
Other Useful
Articles.
Matched Cattle-Oxen,
S. I. Crockett 1. occupancy.
J M JOHNSON, Meats & Groceries.
Mr. Nathaniel Hiscock has done considFour-year-olds, John T. Glover 1, Joseph
AC BICKNELL,
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
O A BRIDGHAM,
Groceries & ~feats.
F. Young 2.
Three-year-olds,
Joshua erable grading around his buildings,which
1\1 B THOMES, Drugs, Medicines &Fancy Articles.
improves their looks greatly.
Young 1, Moses Young 2. Two-year-olds,
C BARROWS, Furniture, Crockery and toe. Goods.
B.
Levi Newell I, E. L. Andrews 2, Joshua
::vrG STROUT, Provisions and Groceries.
Young 3. Yearlings, J. W. Farnum 1, B.
West Sumner.
0 GAMMON, Lime, Salt, Produce and Supplies.
including One Year's Subscription
F. Glover 2.
Only
AT BRYANT, General Store.
A Chautauqua Literary and Scientific
to any Two Dollar Periodical.
BICKNELL
& STETSON, Blacksmiths.
Best Oxen-S.
I. Crockett r.
Circle was formed in our village the first
LC COBURN, Flour, Grain and Feed.
Best 4-year-olds-Geo.
F. Dyer 1.
$45
Improved
Sintrer
Sewing
Jl,fachine.
including
One Year's Subscription
of
Oct.
Success
to
such
a
club
in
any
G F TowLE, Pianos, Organs and Musical Goods.
The former price of th is machine was
to any Three Dollar Periodical.
Best 2-year-olds-Joshua
Young 1.
place!
$75 before the patents ran out. The pres-WEST
PERU.Best Yearlings-R.
0. Sanders 1, B. F.
The editor of the TELEPHONE called on ent price is $45.
,v ~ ,VALKER
& SoN, Groceries, Flour, Hardware,
Glover 2.
We furnish with each Machine a beautiincluding One Year's Subscription
us last week. \Ve were happy to meet one
Paints, Oils and Burial Caskets.
Fat Cattle-Geo.
F. Dyer 1, JI. A. we esteem so highly as the editor of our ful set of Attachments,
consisting
of 1
to any Four Dollar Periodical,
MISSE P Tucker, Millinery and Fancy Goods,
RUFFLER,
1
TUCKER,
and
I
SET
HEMYoung 2, Jas. Glover 3.
favorite local paper.
LIVERMORE.
MERS.
We also furnish the following
Any one paying $1.25 for a full year's
Bull Calf-Daniel
Russell r.
Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Fuller of Canton,visGEOF ADA)IS,Physician and Surgeon,
~quipment of Tools and Accessories:
1 subscription to the TELEPHON'E can secure
Buck-Ira
Palmer Jr. r.
ited :\frs. ·wall ace Ryerson, a sister of Mrs. Foot-Hemmer,
1 Screw Driver, 1 Wrench, this machine for only $16.75 additional.
BUCKFIELD.
Stallions and Colts-3-year-old,
Albert F., last week. \V. L. Cromett and wife of 1 Oil Can and Oil, 1 Guage, 1 GaugeJ A RAWSON,
Registered Apothecary,
Screw, 1 extra Throat-Plate,
1 extra Check.50 R?PP's C~LCULATOR and Accoun
Ames r. 2-year-olds, Geo. F. Dyer r. Norway, are now visiting at Mr. R's.
L K Additon, Millinery and Fancy Goods.
Spring, 1 package Needles, 6 Bobbins ~nd Bo_o~, gives an instantaneous
answer ~o
Yearlings, \V. H. Davis r.
Elegant Christmas Goods.
R.
1 In~truction Book-making
the Machine ne,t~ly ev~ry prob(em that comes UJ?in
JloLLAND
& Cus1-1itAN,
Meats and Provisions.
Drawing Match--Oxen, S. I. Crockett 1,
fully equipped with every article necessary, busines~ hfe: B! Its u~e you save time
East
Ru.mf"ord
CS CHILDS,Dentist. Vapor or Ether.
Albert Ames 2, Levi Newell 3. Three_
and Complete in every respect and ready and avoid mistakes.
It 1s ~n So-page ConHard freeze Saturday night.
Mercury for work
<lensed Pocket Encyclopedia, Ready Reck
WEST SUMNER.
year-old ,teers, Joshua Young 1, Albert
•
oner and Lightning
Calculator.
With
down
to
18
O
above
zero.
But
few
apples
H B CHANDLER,
Dry Goods & Groceries.
Ames 2, S. I. Crockett 3.
HAROLD
CHANDLER,
Commercial & Job Printer.
caught out. Nearly all the crops are se- Every Machine Warranted For Five Yea.rs. one year's subs~ription to the T~LE_PHONE
FRUIT.
These
:\fachines
are
of
superior
workonly
$r.5o.
~itha~y_other
penod1~al
_for
EL TUELL, Fancy & Ladies' Furnish'ing Goods.
cured and they are 'quite bountiful.
manshi
fine! ad'usted and first-class in on_ly 30 cts. in add_1t10n to subscnpt10n
G BISBEE,Cu,;tomBoot and Shoe Maker.
Apples-S.
F. Stetson 1, W. R. Sewell
'
price.
Sent post pard.
Phineas Abbott raised 67¾ bushels of every rfs'pect. y J
EAST SU'.\>INER.
2, Tosiah B. Dunn 3.
nice wheat from 4 bushels sowing.
The PARTS are made by Steel Guage
.50 USAGES OF THE BEST SOCIETY. A
V E EASTMAN,
Seedsman.
Choice Vegatable
Grapes-J.
F. Gloven, W. II. Downs 2.
Mrs. Mira Elliott is off on a visit amonO'0 and must come out Perfectly Exact, and manual of social etiquette,
by Frances
Seeds ofm! own Growing""a specialty.
Pears-J. F. Glover 1, J. H. Robinson 2, triends in Standish.
those having the mo1t wear ~re made or Stevens; cloth binding. With TELEPHOXE
S. M. Stetson 3.
the
Finest
Steel,
and
fitted
with
the
utone
year
$1.55.
With
any
other
periodi\.Vallie Clark and Harry Elliott are off
most precision.
cal for only 35 cts. additional to subscripon a week's hunting
and trapping
at
VEGETABLES,
The MATERIALS
AND METALS
tion price.
Post paid.
used are of the finest quality, and selected
Best and greatest variety-\V.
II. East- Crescent Beach camp, in Weld.
$3.00 Little Detective Scale, weighs arM. L. Wyman is off again selling nursery with great care.
man r.
ticles from a quarter ounce to 25 pounds.
r._;_A CURIOUS SPELL.
stock.
The LOOSE BALANCE WHEEL
is a Best steel bearings.
Needed in every ofBeets-W.
H. Downs 1, \V. II. Eastman
improvement,
and con- fice as well as in every home. With the
A boy was asked to spell cat. Of letters 2, Cha~. M. Sewell 3.
Mrs. Chandler Abbott has been visiting very important
structed so that the Bobbins can be wound TELEPHONE one year, $3.00, delivered to
u&ed, two are in Kentucky. two are in Chiin
Saco
and
came
home
sick,
and
has
been
Carrots-\.V.
H. Eastman 1, Chas. M.
without running the machine or removing freight or express office in Chicago. With
cago, two are· in Texas. How did he spell
dangerously
sick, and consultation
has the work therefrom.
it?
Sewell 2.
any other paper for $2.00 in addition to
been
held
by
Dr.
Binford
of
Mexico,
and
subscription price.
ANOTHER
MARKED
IMPROVECabbages-\V.
H. Eastman 1, \V, II.
Dr. Stewart of Rumford Corner.
Hope, MENT is the Self-Threading Eyelet,Check
2.-CHARADE.
Downs 2.
.50 LADIES' M°ANUALOF FANCY WORK,
Lever,
and
Needle
Clamp.
are entertained of her recovery now.
Onions-\V.
H. Eastman 1.
A new book, giving plain directions fo1
The sun shone bright and fair above;
There are over 40,000 of these machines Artistic Embroidery,
Mrs. Philo B. Cfark has returned to
Lace Work, Knit
The whole was now at hand;
Pumpkins-].
T. Glover r.
in use, and they are giving the VERY ting, Tatting, Crochet Work, Net Work
Brooklyn, N. Y.
The kitchen maid . .first boys and girls,
Parsnips-\V.
H. Eastman r.
BEST OF SATISFACTION.
and all kinds of Fancy Needle Work. Ove,
Was scouring pots with sand.
Miss Maydell Hemingway is teaching on
Potatoes-Geo.
E. Barrows 1, Daniel
The Sewing Machines are delivered on 500 illustrations.
Large octavo, pape1
But as the second onward wore,
board cars, or to Express Company
in covers.
Manchan 2, S. Robinson 3. Elden Tuck· ridge road, Peru.
With TELEPHONE one year only
The boys and girls grown sick
J.
C.
Parlin
is
succeeding
finely
with
Chicago,
with
no
extra
charges
for
boxing,
Of kitchen pots and shining pans,
$r.55.
With any other periodical for 35
er, a boy 3 years old, exhibited potatoes of
cartage, etc.
cts. additional.
Post paid.
Exhausting every trick,
his school in Dist. No. +
his own raising.
Had left the maid alone and sad,
$1.50
DR.
DANIELSON'S
COUNSELOR,
$1
25
LAW WITHOUT LAWYERS. A
CmPs.
Squashes-Ezra
Keen 1, \V. H. EastAnd forth to field and brook
with Recipes; Marriage, Medical Practice,
compendium of business and domestic lawh,
man 2, Geo. Packard 3.
They'd gone .to search for flowers. wild
et('. Cloth binding.
\Vith TELEPHONE for popular use. Cloth binding.
Wit
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
And try some fish to hook.
Turnips-\V.
H. Downs r.
one year $2.00. With any othe, periodi- TELEPHONE one year $2.00.
With any
Rev. J. L. Hill occupied the Universal- cal for only $J.OO in addition to subscrip- other periodical for only 75 cts. in add1
P. L.A.
DAIRYPRODUCTS.
ist pulpit, last Sabbath.
tion price.
Sent post paid.
tion to price.
Sent post paid.
.3--:-ENIG \1:A.
Mrs. f. II. Robinson and Mrs. A.
Rev. H. C. Munson, Rev. W. I-I. Fos~\Ve
have arranged to furnish the most popular Newspaper Premiums as low
Horton
had
on
exhibition
samples
of
ball
ter,
R.
A.
Carver
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lor•
Composed of s 'letters.
as any publisher.
You are not obliged to take a paper you do not want in order to
Take away my first and I am wicked.
and brick butter on which the committee ing attended the semi-annual
session of get a premium you do want, as we can furnish these p1emiums with any paper yo
My 3 4 S 2 is also wicked.
th e Grand Lodge of Good Templars at now take or wish to take.
\Vrite for any further information wanted.
made no awards.
My S 2 3 4 is a man's name.
CANNEDFRUIT,
Farmington, last Thursday.
My S 4 3 2 is what we all do.
F. S. Richmond has put an addition on
My I 4 .1 2 is to go deep into science.
A Tin Smith that
The committee reports no preference
to his mill.
can do all kinds
My whole is a printer's right hand man.
,
of Job \Vork and
but makes note of the following exhibits:
J. F. Lamb has given his store a new
LONGFELLOW.
t _
__ 1/ti has had some ex- will be received by the undersigned, fo1
Mrs. ·w. P. Bridgham, 2 varieties, Mrs. F. coat of paint, which greatly improves its perience in the Jlardware Bu~iness. Address
the next thirty days, for building abut
BOX 65, Canton, Maine.
E. Foye 3 varieties, Ella S. Heald 3 varie- appearance.
4.-SQ_UARE.
rnents, and a lattice bridge, 75 feet span
across
Swift River near Kimball Mill in
1, A copy.
ties, Mrs. s. M. Bryant3 varieties, Nettie.
The Ladies' Relief Corps expect to give
2
Mexico.
Plan and specifications
can be
2, A dramatic composition set to music.
Manwell
varieties.
Vaporated apple ex- a dramatic entertainment before long.
given aw:ty. Send 25 cts. and get an illustrated examined at G W Roberts' near the sit
.3, To mislead.
hibited by J. L. Doten.
Rev. H. C. Munson delivered an address monthly magazine one year. 2 0 to 35 illustrations nf the bridge.
4, To corrode.
1
SEEDS AND GRAIN.
S A REED,
} Selectmen
at th e State Universalist Convention at ~;,~i,;_m'?y.'~~-be~;~da;~f/;,~ffo~i\i~u~~~!/\
: (he~
5, A stcatum.
G W ROBERTS,
of
5
Seed Corn-\V.
R. Glover 1, J. T. Glov- Deering, last \Vednesda V.
~~~rliasrP~i~!~e 1o;c~~i!t~i::.n J~ned~~~e~bs t~t~~;
F C RICHARDS,
Mexico.
ANSWERS
NEXT
WEEK.
er 2, Geo. II. Pnckard 3.
Mexico, October 11, 1886.
$. E. Perkins and wif~ went to Boston
t,c~1:;~~T~~~,~~LO~~~'i>t3tE0
Pop Corn-B.
F. Glover 1.
last Yronday.
lishers, Mechanic Falls, Me.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF LAST WEEK.
fields are •corce. bat those who write to
Wheat-',.
M. Stetson 1.
The Franklin Co .. Association of Uni- Stmsoa &:Co .. Pertland, Maine, wm recei•e
1.-1, Marvel.
2, Marl.
3, Alarm.
4,
free, full information about work which
HOUSEHOLDFABRICS.
versalists will be held at this place, Oct
they can do, and lh·e at bome,tbat will pay
Arm. S, Charm.
2
tbem
from 16 IO126 per day. Some have
8_th and 29th.
on advertising space when in Chicago, will find it on file at
2.-Sea-corrnorant.
~1ilts-:Mrs.
John Man well 1, ;\frs. Ruth
enrne<1over$60 to a day. Either sex. young or old. Capital
nnLrequired. You are started free. Those who ste.rt e.t once
3.-He that keepeth understanding shall V. Young 2.
Last Sabbath Rev. J. L. Hill delivered
arc absolutely sure of snug little fortune.a. .All is new.
find good.
the first of a course of sermons on "The
Knit Spread-;\,Jrs. J. F. Tyler 1,
4.0 UC H
ma,voo found on
Last \Vords of Christ on the Cross"
•
PAPERisonfile[nPhiladelphla
Silk ~rilt-Mrs.
Hattie llollis r.
file at Goo. P,
UCLY
Miss l\1. E. Whitcotnb is in Bos~on thi~
at the NewHpaper Adver
ROWELL & co·s
Drawn Rugs-1\frs. J. M. Russell 1 ,~frs.
CLAM
·-~N.w7AYER & so~i:i~t~
~~ig~fiz~~
!~!r~i::
NewsP!J.per
Advertising
Bureau
(10 Spruce
week,
'purchasing
goods.
•
HYMN
Agnes Glover 2.
sti:eetf,whereadver-NEW
tlsmg contracts may
NE.'110.
AtLowPrices,at
I
Ing Telephone Office. beJSMldefori\iD

Business Directory.

SewingMachine,WaterburyWatch, Dictionary

$1S.OO.

$19

$20

$21
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